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1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
In the chemical process industry, the performaxice of a process (i.e the quality of the 
end product) depends on the process control engineer's ability to accurately measure 
and adjust the process. For example, if a process engineer has no control over the 
concentration of the ingredients going into a reactor, or the temperature at which the 
reaction within the reactor takes place, then controlling the reaction and, hence, the 
quality of the end product is difficult. In order to control the process, measurements 
are taken at points within the process and are used to estimate the true state of the 
process. Examples of measurements taken within the process include the temperature 
of a stream, the flow rate of a stream, the pressure of a stream or the concentration of 
a chemical specie in a stream. 
Chemical engineers classify measurement errors into two types: random and sys­
tematic measurement errors. A systematic error represents either an instrument bias 
or some system anomaly. An instrument bias occurs when an instrument consistently 
reports measurements that are either higher or lower than the true value. This type 
of error differs from random measurement errors in that it is a consistent measurement 
bias that occurs, e.g., when the instrument is out of calibration. Once the instrument 
is out of calibration, it will remain out of calibration until it is recalibrated. A system 
anomaly occurs, e.g., if a material leak exists somewhere in the process. The loss of 
process materials due to a leak is costly in terms of unrecoverable revenues, environ­
mental pollution and poor quality of the product. A random measurement error is the 
measurement variability due to various factors. 
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The measurements collected from the chemical process are associated with a fixed 
but unknown component corresponding to the true but unknown value of the process 
variable. As an example, suppose we take measurements of the flow rate of a stream. 
The true flow rate is an unknown value or unknown parameter for which the engineer 
would like to obtain a reliable estimate even when systematic errors such as instrument 
biases are present. Once the engineer has a reliable estimate of the true flow rate of the 
stream, the flow rate can be adjusted so that it is operating at the desired level. The 
true value of the process variable may change over time, as with the non-steady state 
process, or it may remain constant over time, as with a process assumed to be in steady 
state. If the true \'alue of the process variables are oscillating around some fixed point, 
the process is said to be in pseudo-steady state. Steady state and pseudo-steady state 
are closely related and methods to address steady state problems can often be applied to 
pseudo-steady state problems with minor adjustments. Thus, this thesis will loosely use 
the term "steady state" to mean either steady state or pseudo-steady state. Practical 
problems in system monitoring include detection and correction of systematic errors, 
and estimation of the true values of the process variables (i.e. the process parameters). 
In the chemical engineering literature, methods of detecting and identifying process 
leaJcs and instrument biases are called gross error detection (GED). In addition to de­
tecting systematic biases and process leaks, GED methods seek to accurately estimate 
the unknown parameters when process leaks and instrument biases are present. Methods 
of estimating the true value of the process variables when only random measurement 
errors are assumed to exist are referred to as data reconciliation (DR). 
The purpose of the work described in this thesis is to formulate the engineering system 
monitoring problem as a statistical problem, and to develop statistical procedures appro­
priate for problem solving. In particular, processes having nonlinear physical constraints 
are considered. The physical constraints are energy and material balances derived from 
engineering knowledge of the system. The physical constraints include, for example, the 
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chemical reactions. Procedures will be developed for systems in steady state as well as 
those operating in the non-steady state. 
Discussion of Models for Processes in Steady State 
Process measurements collected are subject to random and systematic errors. For 
the steady state process, the model describing the measurements can be expressed as 
where V, a p x 1 vector with components Y],  i  = 1,2,...,p, contains measurements 
corresponding to a p x 1 unobservable true process value n, S is a p x I vector of 
systematic biases, and e represents a random error term. Typically, Yi is an average 
of n measurements taken over a short span of time or some representative value of 
the data after a time trend has been removed. Thus, a condition used later, that 
Var{e) = ^ = 0 for some n, often makes sense in practice. Also, it is often 
reasonable to assume that an accurate estimate of ^ is available, or that ^ is known. 
The physical constraints in the system correspond to a set of known restrictions that 
fi must satisfy. A set of linear homogeneous constraints which can represent total mass 
balances, for example, can be expressed as 
where A is a full row rank r xp matrix of known constants representing r linear restric­
tions. A more general nonlinear restriction for representing any type of mass or energy 
balance can be written as 
Y = fi  -j-  S  e ,  (1.1) 
Afi = 0, (1.2) 
fW = 0,  (1.3) 
where f { f J i )  is an r-valued known function with no redundancy or inconsistency. Each 
of the r(< p) elements of / can be a nonlinear function of the p true values in ft. A 
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very special case of the nonlinear restriction is a bilinear restriction, where /(/x) includes 
linear combinations of cross products of the elements in ii. Bilinear restrictions often 
appear in the context of component mass balances. 
Model (1.1) with known restrictions (1.2) or (1.3), and with known ^ is not generally 
identif ied in the sense that  not  al l  e lements of  f i  and S are est imable.  Note that  al l  p 
elements of fi are unknown and to be estimated. On the other hand, some of the 
elements of S are known to be zero (i.e. insignificant), if the corresponding instrument 
is known to have no bias. For the linear model (1.1) - (1.2), it follows readily from 
linear model theory that a linear function of S is estimable (and testable) if and only if 
it is a linear function of the elements of AS, and that all elements of fj. are estimable 
if and only if the measurement biases are such that LS = 0, where the rows of L span 
the orthogonal complement of the row space of A. For the general restriction (1.3), a 
general estimability condition cannot be written down without specifying the form of 
/(m). However, the fact that not all elements of S are estimable and that the estimability 
of fi depends on the structure of S still holds for the nonlinear model. 
The system leak problem corresponds to a violation of some of the r constraints, 
because a material or energy balance physical equality must hold without some system 
anomaly. A restriction suspected for a leak is not used in estimation. Development of 
checking or testing procedures for a restriction or for the existence of a leak is desired. 
In some applications, restrictions contain some unknown parameters. For example, 
a set of linear restrictions may be of the form (Rollins and Davis [20]) 
Y = f£ +  S + 6, (1.4) 
Alfjt + A29 = 0, 
where Ai is a full row rank r x p known matrix, and A2 is a full column rank r x k 
known matrix, and ^ is a fc x 1 vector of unknown parameters. Then, there is an r x r 
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matrix Q such that 
QA2 = (1.5) 
where A^i \s  k  x k nonsingular. Let 
/ \ 
QAi, 
where Ajj is  k  x p and AJj is {r  — k)  x p.  Then, the restriction (1.4) is equivalent to 
where 9' = is unknown. Hence, this restriction is equivalent to having only r — k 
known restrictions. Thus, 9 is non-estimable if Ahfi is not estimable. 
The identification and leak problems discussed above force us to consider only a 
certain practical special case of model (1.1) with restriction (1.2) or (1.3). In the first 
paper of this dissertation, it is assumed that ^ = 0, i.e., the instruments are properly 
calibrated. Under this assumption, the estimation of ft and the leak detection problem 
are discussed for the nonlinear model. In practice, the developed procedures can be 
useful for the cases with nonzero S, depending on the configuration of known zero biases 
and the restrictions. 
Discussion of Models for Processes in Non-Steady State 
In a non-steady process, the true values are changing over time, and the correspond­
ing measurements cannot be combined easily. Let /if and Yt be the true value and the 
corresponding measurement of the process at time t. The measurement model becomes 
Ai2fJ' — Oi 
A'lif i  =  9'  
Yt — fit + s + i  — 1 , 2 , . . . ,  r .  (1.6) 
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where S is the systematic instrument bias free of t ,  and ej is the random error with zero 
mean. The lineax physical balance restriction is 
A/4, = O, f = (1.7) 
where A is a full row rank r x p known matrix. Then, by the linear model theory, even 
with T observations, only a linear function of AS is an estimable function of S, and 
the entire S is not, in general, estimable. Also, all elements of fit cannot be estimable 
unless LS = 0 with L being a. {p — r) x p orthogonal complement of A. Thus, for the 
linear restrictions, the identification problem remains, even with T observations and a 
non-steady state process. 
With T observations and true values, estimation of unknown parameters in the re­
strictions makes more sense than the steady state case. Suppose model (1.6) holds with 
Aifif + = 0, (I.S) 
where Ai is r x p of rank r, A2 is r x fc of rank k, Ai and A2 are known and 0 is a 
A; X 1 vector of unknown parameters. To address the estimability issues for this model. 
let il be an p X p nonsingular matrix such that 
R = 
( \ 
Ai 
L\A^ = O, 
I \ 
Y 
and consider a transformed model under (1.7) 
= RYt. 
\ y . j  
Then, 
It 
y j j  =  A i / i j  - f -  A i < y  4 -  e ' f  
= —A29 + S"i+e'[f, 
+ ^ 2 + 
(1.9) 
(l.IO) 
where S\ = AiS and = LiS.  Thus, the identification of 0 and needs to be made 
only through Yh. For alH = 1,2,..., T, we write 
Yl = A' 
where V; = (vfi, yjj,..., and 
(1.11) 
A' = 
—A2 Ai 
—A2 Ai 
(1 .12)  
—A2 Ai 
Hence, the only estimable functions of ^ is a linear combination of the elements of 
L2A1S, where the rows of the {r ~k) x.r L2 span the orthogonal complement of A2. In 
general, 6 and 6 are not estimable. 
From (1.12), we see that the non-identifiability of 0 and S are closely related to the 
fact that E{Y'n) is free of t. In particular, the rank of Tr x {p + k) A' in (1.12) is r 
which is less than p. Suppose that the physical restriction depends on t and is given by 
Alt fit + A2t0 = 0. Then, (1.12) becomes 
—A21 All 
—A22 Ai2 A' = (1.1.3) 
—A2T Air 
so that {6' ,d'Y would be estimable if A* has full column rank, i.e., if Au and A2t 
vary sufficiently over t. This fact can be used to describe intuitively why a model with 
sufficiently nonlinear restrictions yield the estimability of all parameters. 
The model for the nonlinear process in non-steady state, assuming no leaks exist, is 
given by 
Yt — fJ't + S + et, (1.14) 
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where f{fit^0) is an r x 1 vector of nonlinear constraints, and 0 is a.  k  x I vector of 
unknown parameters. A precise set of conditions required for the estimability of all 
parameters is given in the second paper of this dissertation. Heuristically, we consider 
a linearization of the restrictions in (1.14). Let 
dtJi' 
Fdt = 
86' 
Then, a linearized restriction is approximately, 
F,t (m, - M?) + Fi, {» - 9°) = 0, 
where and 0° are true values. This leads to the A" matrix of (1.13) with 
An = (1.15) 
A2£ = FGT-
For nonlinear /(/if,0), varies over t ,  and we expect all elements of 0 and S to be 
identified. Then, from an equation corresponding to (1.10), all |Jl^ axe estimable. That 
is, with sufficiently nonlinear restrictions, all parameters, including the systematic biases 
for all p instruments and the restriction parameter 6, can be estimated. The full column 
rank condition for A' with (1.15) as elements can often be verified in practice. 
The condition that A' be full column rank means that the columns of A' are linearly 
independent. Two columns of A' are linearly dependent, for example, if two or more 
columns are multiples of each other. This would occur if two elements of /i(, fin and 
fi j t  enter  the same subset  of  restr ict ions l ineaj ly.  Or,  this  would occur if ,  for  some k,  
Hit and 6k enter the same set of restrictions linearly. A related issue concerning the 
nonlinear Ccise is that of how to express the restrictions. Since has a general 
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form, one element of 6 may even be the leak for a particular restriction. That is, if the 
exact i"' restriction is g(fj,i,do) = 0, then we could write the f"" restriction to be fitted 
^ ~ S'lid include do and i/,- in 0. Hence, the leak could be 
included in the general formulation of the nonlinear model. However, i/,- appears linearly 
in the restrictions. 
Literature Review 
This section mostly reviews the chemical engineering literature which has limited 
technical relevance to the statistical problem addressed in the two papers constituting 
this thesis. 
Much of the previous work in the area of gross error detection (GED) and data 
reconciliation (DR) in the chemical engineering literature has concentrated on finding 
solutions to the steady state model described by (1.1) - (1.2) (e.g., [5], [6], [8] [9], [13], 
[14], [15], [19], [21], [20], [25], [26], [27], [29]), since it is the simplest case and imposes 
the fewest computational problems. Applications of the models in the chemical process 
industry are limited because most chemical reactions are described by nonlinear equa­
tions. As computers become faster and more efficient, more complex problems are being 
solved. Researchers have begun to look at GED and DR for non-steady state systems 
with linear constraints (e.g., Almasy [1], Darouach and Zasadzinski [7], Narasimhan and 
Mah [16], Rollins and Devanathan [22]), as well as to consider the problem of bilinear 
constraints for processes in steady state (e.g., Crowe [4], Kuiper et al. [23], Rollins and 
Roelfs [24], Tamhane and Mah [29]). Limited work has been done to solve the problem 
of nonlinear processes in both steady state (e.g., Kim et al. [10], Pai and Fisher [17], 
Tjoa and Biegler [30] ) and non-steady state (e.g., Albuquerque and Biegler [2], Kim et 
al. [11], Liebman et al. [12], Ramamurthi and Bequette [18]). 
Very little work has been done to consider the statistical properties of the estimates 
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of the unknown parameters in the nonlinear model. In fact, most research conducted in 
GED and DR has considered some variation of the model (1.1) - (1.2) as will be seen in 
the review given below. We begin by discussing previous research for both the steady 
and non-steady state models with linear restrictions and then present work done for the 
same two models with nonlinear restrictions. 
Linearly constrzdned models steady state processes 
Mah and Tamhane [14] developed the Measurement Test (MT) to test for gross errors 
in a chemical process operating in steady state. They consider gross errors "caused by 
non-random events such as instrument biases, malfunctioning measuring devices, [and] 
incomplete or inaccurate process models." The work, however, considers only instrument 
biases and malfunctioning measuring devices. The test targets statistical outliers in the 
process data by comparing the maximum standardized residual to a percentile of the 
normal distribution chosen to control the Type I error rate. The disadvantages of this 
test are: (1) it makes multiple comparisons so the exact Type I error rate is not easily 
calculated; and (2) the test has low power [8]. Rollins [19] has shown that the MT 
does not maintain an overall level of significance, a, when multiple biases and leaks are 
present in the system. lordache et al. [9] studied the performance of the MT when one 
instrument bias is present. Their study indicates the power of the test increases as the 
ratio of the size of the gross error to the standard deviation of the measurement error 
increases. 
Narasimhan and Mah [15] proposed the Generalized Likelihood Ratio (GLR) method 
which also looks at the residual vectors for the restricted model (1.1) - (1.2). This method 
looks to improve GED over the MT by conducting a single size a test for gross errors 
using a t^st. A second improvement is the GLR attempts to identify whether the 
source of the gross error is due to a process leak, a bias in the measurement device, 
or some other cause. The authors accomplish this by incorporating into the model the 
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effect of a measurement bias and process leak. The(l.l) - (1.2) is transformed from a 
restricted model to an unrestricted model using the transformation r = Ay. If a leak 
is present in the process, the restrictions imposed on the model will not be met. The 
restrictions when a leak is present are Afi = 7 where 7,- = 0 if there is no leak in the 
i"' restriction and 7,- ^ 0 if the leak is in the i"* restriction. If there are no leaks in 
the process, then Afi. = 0. Assuming e is normally distributed with mean zero and 
covariance matrix the transformed vector r is normally distributed with mean vector 
Afi+AS and covariance matrix A^A'. The method then uses a test for Ho : Hr = 0. 
The authors show that the GLR test is equivalent to the MT when there are no process 
leaks. Thus, as shown in [19], the GLR method will have high Type I error rate. 
If the hypothesis is rejected Narasimhan and Mah [15] provide a method for es­
timating the process leak and measurement biases. This method is called the serial 
compensation strategy (SCS). The method involves a sequence of GLR tests to identify 
all biases and leaks. If the SCS method concludes that a measurement is biased or that 
a leak exists in the process, it estimates the bias or leak and adjusts the corresponding 
process variable so the physical constraints are met. Rollins and Davis [20] pointed out 
the drawbacks of the SCS method. First, the identification process is subject to large 
Type I errors when multiple biases or leaks exist. Second, the SCS-adjusted estimates of 
the process variables can have larger errors than the original estimates because of errors 
induced by previously estimated variables. Finally, the distribution of the estimates of 
the process variables hcis not been determined. 
Rollins and Davis [20] developed an unbiased estimation technique (UBET) to look 
for biased measurements and process leaks when the covariance matrix is known. The 
method uses the transformation above. The method proposes a series of tests to deter­
mine whether there are biases or leaks in the system and the location of the problem. 
The first component of the method is a global test (GT). The GT is performed using 
the residual vector of the transformed model to form a test statistic. 
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The second step of the UBET is to locate the errors by testing the hypothesis Hq :  
Hr = 0 vs fir where / is a vector of ones and zeros representing the balance 
equation at a node. Such a hypothesis test is conducted at each node in the process. 
Rejecting Hq at a particular node is considered evidence of a possible instrument bias or 
process leak associated with that portion of the system represented by the test. Once the 
location of the process leaks and biases are identified, maximum likelihood estimation 
techniques are used to estimate the leak or bias and these estimates are used to adjust 
the values of the process variables so that the constraint equations are met. 
A second article by Rollins and Davis [21] extended the work for the UBET method 
discussed above with the additional condition of the covariance matrix, is unknown. 
Serth and Heenan [26] proposed the modified iterative measurement test (MIMT) to 
identify a single potential gross error. The method consists of the following steps: (1) 
calculate the least squares estimates for model (1.1) - (1.2); (2) use the criteria proposed 
in the MT for identifying a single suspect measurement; (3) remove the suspect measure­
ment from the data set and re-estimate the least squares estimates for the model. This 
procedure is continued until the final iteration indicates no suspicious measurements. 
The estimates of /a are the estimates computed during the final iteration. 
Crowe et al. [6] extended the work done by Mah and Tamhane [14] to include the 
estimation and testing of unmeasured process parameters. Unmeasured process param­
eters are parameters in the restrictions imposed on the model for which measurements 
are not taken. Crowe provided a method for reducing the dimensionality of the problem. 
Rosenberg et al. [25] used the work proposed by Crowe et al [6] and proposed a simple 
additional rule to improve GED abilities. If the true values of the process parameters 
are known to fall within certain reliable bounds, then one can conclude a gross error is 
present if the parameter estimate obtained by methods described in [6] falls outside the 
boundary values. 
Tamhane et al. [27] proposed a method for detecting gross errors in process. This 
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method uses a Bayesian approach to solving the problem. The method is restricted 
to finding measurement biases. The method combines a one time Bayesian GED test 
with additional sequential tests to find the source of the gross errors. One problem 
with actually applying this technique to practical applications is the specification of the 
prior distribution for aJl the unknown parameters. A second problem is the method 
does not adequately model instruments that fail more often as time increases. Finally, 
there is a question of how to update the parameters of the prior distribution when an 
instrument fails. If the assumption is made that the instrument failure was found as 
soon as it occurred, then all previous data can be used to update the parameters. If the 
instrument failed a long time before it was detected, then updating the parameters of 
the prior distribution is difficult. Results of a simulation study [28] show the procedure 
does better than the MT when gross errors are infrequent but the results rely heavily 
on accurate estimates of the parameters in the prior distribution. 
Lineeirly constrained models for non-steady state processes 
Limited work has been done in the area of GED and DR for chemical processes in 
non-steady state with linear process constraints. Narasimhan and Mah [16] extended the 
GLR method from the steady state condition to the non-steady state condition. One 
disadvantage of this method, however, it is restricted to processes that are operating 
around a steady state point (i.e., processes in pseudo-steady state). The method does 
not apply to processes that are changing from one steady state to another steady state. 
A second approach to estimating process parameters for a dynamic process is pro­
posed by Almasy [1] and utilizes the Kalman filter approach. This approach is somewhat 
restrictive in that it requires specification of the error correlations between time t and 
^ -f 1. Results are dependent upon correctly identifying these correlations structures. 
A third approach to linear dynamic systems is presented by Darouach and Zasadzin-
ski [7]. The method provides a recursive algorithm for online estimation of a generalized 
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least squares problem when the process is in trajisition from one steady state to another 
but is computationally intensive. This method is novel because it can be implemented 
online by the chemical processing industry. The authors do not address the topic of 
GED. 
Rollins and Devanathan [22] developed a method that is computationally faster than 
the Deirouach and Zasadzinski method but provided estimators that had larger variances. 
The two methods provide comparable variances of the estimates for relatively small 
measurement variances. Rollins and Devanathan [22] developed maximum likelihood 
estimators for the unknown parameters in (1.6) - (1.8) without S assuming normally 
distributed errors. They also showed the MLE is an unbiased estimator of as well as 
provided a formula for estimating the covariance matrix of fli. 
Nonlinearly constrained models for steady state processes 
The research problem of nonlinear constrained models has been divided into two 
portions in the engineering literature, that is, (1) processes that are bilinear; and (2) 
processes that are nonlinear but not bilinear. Most of the research published for non­
linear processes in steady state addresses bilinearly constrained models. For example, 
Crowe et al. [4] optimized the weighted least squares Lagrangian function. The method 
utilizes first-order derivatives in the recursive estimation techniques to arrive at the final 
estimates. Rollins and Roelfs [24] propose two methods for solving bilinear problems. 
The first, the two stage approach (TSA), extends the work of Rollins and Davis [20]. 
The second method uses a first order Taylor series expansion about the true mean /t 
and is called the linearization approach (LA). Results of a simulation study in [2-3] show 
that both methods do well in estimating and detecting multiple systematic biases when 
the true value of the process parameters are similar in size. 
To consider the general nonlinear case of a process in steady state, Tamhane and Mah 
[29] extended the MT and global test from the case of a model with linear restrictions to 
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the Ceise of a model with bilinear restrictions. Pai and Fisher [17] extended the bilinear 
results obtained by Crowe et al. [4] to nonlinear constrained problems by using a first-
order Taylor series expansion around the true mean to obtain bilinear constraints. The 
authors then applied Crowe's methods to obtain estimates of the process variables. 
Tjoa and Biegler [30] and Kim et al. [10] suggested computational algorithms to 
obtain a point estimate for the true value. Their methods differ in the computational 
methods used to converge to the parameter estimates. Tjoa and Biegler use a reduced 
Hessian approach to successive quadratic programming. Kim et al. used a nonlinear 
programming algorithm for optimization. 
Nonlinearly constrained models for non-steady state processes 
Estimation of measured and unmeasured parameters for chemical processes assumed 
to be in non-steady state and modeled by nonlinear constraint equations is likely the 
toughest problem for researchers working in the area of GED and DR. Some researchers 
have attacked the problem by linearizing the nonlinear constraints and using the tech­
niques developed for linearly constrained equations. Almasy [1] proposed a method called 
'dynamic balancing', which uses only the linear constraints and ignores the nonlinear 
constraints. 
Research published beginning in late 1980's discuss computational issues associated 
with the model fitting methods proposed by Britt and Luecke [3]. Liebman et al. [12] 
and Kim et al. [11] use Nonlinear Programming (NLP) techniques to carry out the op­
timization. The authors demonstrated that the NLP method provided better estimates 
than the linearization methods, especially in regions where the response surface is highly 
nonlinear. 
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Dissertation Organization 
As can be seen in the above review, the engineering literature on the model with 
nonlinear restrictions is limited to ad-hoc methods or computational methods for ob­
taining an estimate. No systematic statistical approach has been explored for either 
steady state or non-steady state problems. This dissertation attempts to take such an 
approach. 
This thesis is divided into four chapters. Chapters 2 and 3 each contain a paper 
intended for submission to a refereed publication. Both papers deal with nonlinear 
restrictions. The purpose of the first paper is to provide statistical methods for DR and 
GED for processes in steady state or pseudo-steady state conditions. The second paper 
develops statistical procedures for the process operating in non-steady state. Chapter 4 
gives general conclusions. 
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2 ERRORS-IN-VARIABLES ANALYSIS OF NONLINEAR 
SYSTEMS 
A paper to be submitted to Biometrika 
Jean E. Pelkey 
Abstract 
Observations from a large engineering system such as a chemical process are measured with 
error. A problem of interest is the estimation of the underlying process using the theoretical 
mass balances and other constraints inherent in the system. .Another problem is that of 
detecting measurement biases and process leaks. This paper develops a method for a system 
with nonlinear constraints using the nonlinear errors-in-variables techniques. The nonlinearity 
presents a difficulty in that the usual maximum likelihood estimator has a large bias. A bias-
adjusted estimator is developed and its properties are discussed. Statistical tests for checking 
measurement biases and process leaks are also discussed. Theoretical results using the so-
called small-error asymptotics are presented. The usefulness of the methods is illustrated 
using a simulation study. 
Introduction 
In many engineering processes, some liquid, chemical, or product is processed through 
a complex system. To assure the quality of the product as well as the quality of the sys­
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tem, the engineers must monitor and adjust the process. For this purpose, a processing 
system is equipped with a number of on-line data collection stations. The underlying 
process variables satisfy physical balances or constraints which are implied by the nature 
of the engineering system. Any deviation from the balance indicates the existence of 
some abnormality or system flaw such as a leak in the process. One difficulty in the 
engineering process monitoring is that the actual observations or readings from the mon­
itoring stations are subject to measurement error due to instrumental, calibration, and 
human errors, and that some measurement instruments may possess systematic biases 
in addition to measurement variability. Another difficulty is associated with the ??? 
of nonlinear implicit equations, in which the physical balances or constraints are often 
expressed. Thus, one objective in the system monitoring can be formulated as the detec­
tion of possible process leaks and/or measurement biases based on observations subject 
to error and based on known constraints for error-free variables (i.e., the true values). 
A second objective of practical interest is to estimate the true values of the process 
variables subject to the physical balance constraints under the assumption of no leaks 
or measurement biases in the process. The first objective, sometimes called gross error 
detection in the chemical engineering community, can be treated as a statistical testing 
problem. The second objective, referred to as data reconciliation, is that of statistical 
estimation. 
In this paper, the statistical data reconciliation and gross error detection for the 
so-called "steady state" or "pseudo steady state" processes with nonlinear physical con­
straints are discussed. For any data collection station, the true values of a steady state 
process are believed to be either constant over time or to follow a simple trend (at least 
within a short time span). For such a process, a number of observations taken at a 
station in a short time interval can be summarized using one value by averaging the ob­
servations, possibly after removing the trend. Often, such an averaging is automatically 
performed by a measurement instrument. For most processes, physical laws or material 
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energy balances imply that the true process values corresponding to the observed sum­
mary values satisfy known nonlinear constraints. Consider such a process in steady state 
that is monitored using p measurement stations. Let /z,- denote the true process value 
(possibly adjusted for a trend) at the station, and let Y] be a summary measurement 
of the process at the z"' station. Writing Y = (Ki, ¥2,., Yp)' and ^ = (^1, /Z2,..., ^ p)', 
the model for the summary value Y monitoring a steady state process is 
Y = fi + e, (1) 
/(m) = 0, 
where e is the measurement error vector, and the r-valued function f { f i )  represents the 
physical constraints. In general, each component of / is a nonlinear function of fjt and 
is expressed in an implicit functional form. 
If the measurement instrument at a monitoring station has a systematic bias, then 
the corresponding element of e has nonzero mean. If some anomaly or leak exists in 
the process, some components of f{fi) are nonzero, i.e., some constraints do not hold. 
It is generally impossible to distinguish between the bias and the constraint violation 
bcised only on the observation V, because the bias detection is possible only through 
the knowledge of the correct constraints. On the other hand, the instrument bias can 
often be found and corrected from other sources of information, e.g., calibration samples 
and instrument testing. Hence, we assume that correct instrument calibration has been 
performed, and that 
E { e )  =  0. (2) 
Imposing this assumption does not mean that our procedures are not useful unless 
proper instrument calibration is performed. If a particular one of the r constraints was 
suspected for violation, and if some systematic measurement bias is also suspected, then 
we would still be able to conclude that either this physical balance does not hold or the 
measurement instruments for values appearing in this constraint have a systematic bias. 
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Without additional outside information, distinguishing these two would not be possible. 
Thus, we develop our procedures under assumption (2), and focus on the leak detection. 
Since each element of K is an average or some summary value based on a number of 
mecisurements, an estimate of the variance-covariance matrix of e is usually available 
beised on the measurements. In addition, the instrument variability can be estimated or 
documented using a calibration experiment. Thus, we assume initially that ^ = Var[e) 
is known and positive definite, and later extend our results to include the variability due 
to estimating 
In the model described by (l)-(2), the leak detection problem is to test whether 
suspected components of f{fi) axe in fact zero. The data reconciliation problem is the 
estimation of in model (l)-(2) where = 0 is the constraint known to hold. Note 
that the only observation is one p x 1 vector of summary Y. However, the fact that Y 
is some kind of average implies that the elements of ^ can be made small by increasing 
the number of measurements used to obtain Y. Also, most instruments used in practice 
have small measurement error variability. Hence, in deriving approximate statistical 
results, we will assume that ^ = O(^) for some index n and consider asymptotics as 
n -> CO. Such results will be applicable in practical situations with small but non-
negligible measurement errors or large number of measurements at each station. See 
e.g., Amemiya and Fuller, [3], Stefanski and Carroll [15] and Carroll et al., [7]. 
The errors-in-variables problems have been discussed widely. For the traditional and 
linear errors-in-variables, see, e.g., Fuller [8]. The multivariate linear errors-in-variables 
analysis with known or estimated error covariance matrix has some similarity to our 
problem, and is reviewed in, e.g., Gleser [9], Anderson [4], and Amemiya and Fuller 
[2]. For the general nonlinear errors-in-variables problem, Carroll et al. [7] gives an 
overview. For the nonlinear problem with known or estimated error covariance matrix, 
see Wolter and Fuller [17] and Amemiya and Fuller [3]. We follow the latter work 
closely. In particular, Amemiya and Fuller [3] considered the non-steady state model 
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with one nonlinear implicit constraint involving an unknown parameter. They discussed 
the statistical properties of the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) and proposed 
a bias adjusted estimator with smaller bias them the MLE, but did not consider the 
testing problem. The engineering literature on the nonlinear process monitoring has 
concentrated on developing and discussing different optimization routines to obtain point 
estimates for models (l)-(2) or the one corresponding to the non-steady state model, see, 
e.g., Albuquerque Biegler [1], Kim et al. [10], Kim et al. [11], Liebman et al. [12], Tjoa 
and Biegler [16]. Most algorithmic routines are similar to the one proposed by Britt and 
Luecke [6]. 
The work presented in this paper will consider model (l)-(2) for arbitrary r(< p), 
and both testing (leak detection) and estimation (data reconciliation) problems. Since 
the test procedures utilize estimators, the estimation problem is discussed first in the 
next section. The following section addresses the testing problem. Derivations of all 
results are discussed in the appendix. 
Estimation Problem 
Consider model (1) where the nonlinear constraints fin) = 0 and assumption (2) 
are known to hold, and a positive definite ^ = Var{e) is available. A natural estimator 
of // in such a situation is obtained by minimizing 
=  ( y ( 3 )  
over the parameters space (the range of possible values) F for /i, subject to 
fM = 0. (4) 
We denote this estimator by p.. If we assume the measurement error, e, is normally 
distributed, then pi is the MLE of fjt. In practice, the normality of e is often reasonable, 
because e is some average over a number of measurement errors. However, we consider 
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the use of fi without the assumption of normal e, and assess the properties under general 
conditions. 
It turns out that this has considerable bias in estimating due to the nonlinearity 
of /(^t) if the nonlinearity of f{ti) is non-negligible. This is an important property of 
that is not discussed in the engineering literature. To characterize and assess the bias 
of /It, we consider an asymptotic expansion of fi around the true value ^ using the setup 
^ = O(^). The expansion is expressed as the sum of two terms, the first is of order 
and the second is of order Op(^) . The first term has no bias, but the second 
term represents the effect of the nonlinearity of /. 
Theorem 1 Let the model (l)-(2) hold, and assume 
(i) Var{e) = '^ = where S is positive definite and the fourth moments of n^e 
(ii) The partial derivatives of order three or less of f { l i )  exist and are continuous on 
the parameter space for fi, T, a subset of p-dimensional Euclidean space and the 
t r u e  v a l u e  o f  i s  i n  t h e  i n t e r i o r  o f T .  
exist. 
(iii) $ = F^F' is positive definite, where F = 
Then, 
(5) 
d 2  =  - ^ F ' ^ - ^ c  -  V d , G ' ^ - ^ F e  = O p  
where 
c  =  ^  [ d [ A i d i , . . . ,  d ' l A r d i ] ' ,  
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/(M) = (/l(A'),/2(M),-..,/r(M) r ,  
V j ,  =  ( ^  -  =  V a r { d i ) ,  (6) 
G = 
d [ A i  
d[ A r  
Furthermore, 
E i d i )  =  0 ,  
E { d 2 )  = (7) 
B i n )  =  1 tr{A2V d^) 
t r { A r V d i )  
(S) 
This result implies that an approximate bias of p. is £'(^2), vvhich is a function 
Note that Bill) is a function of the second derivatives of /, A,-, / = 1,2, and 
Vj,, the variance-covariance matrix of di. Hence, the bias vanishes only if either the 
second derivatives of /,(//) are all zero (i.e., /(^t) is linear in pi) or the error variances 
corresponding to the components of /i appearing nonlinearly in f are all zero. In fact, 
if /(/i) is linear in pi, then £^2 = 0. Thus, the approximate bias given in Theorem 1 is 
considered a difficulty associated with the nonlinearity of f. 
Following the idea given by Amemiya and Fuller [3], it is possible to develop a bias 
adjusted estimator which has smaller bias than /t. Given /«, let fi be the value of y, 
minimizing Q{ii) in (3) over F subject to 
/(/i)-B(A)=0, (9) 
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where B{ii) is B{ti) defined in (8) evaluated at ii. Note that jx satisfies (9) instead of 
(4). In practice, B{fx) is small so that p, nearly satisfies (4). However, we will show that 
p, has better statistical properties than jj. in terms of estimating fi. By considering the 
asymptotic expansion of fi around up to the same order of approximation as done in 
Theorem 1, we can compare the approximate bias of jl to that of p. 
Theorem 2 Under the conditions of Theorem 1, 
The first term in the expansion of /t is the same as the first term in (5). Since E{d^) = 0 
whereas £"(^2) 7^ 0^ A smaller bias than (i up to this order of approximation. If 
f{^l) is linear in /i, then (9) reduces to (4), and fi and fi are identical. 
To make statistical inferences for the elements of /* such as testing and constructing 
confidence intervals, we assume that 
This assumption is reasonable in practice, since e is some kind of average. Under this 
assumption \/ndi in Theorems 1 and 2 converges to a normal random vector, and // and 
fi are approximately normally distributed if ^ is small. Hence, approximate confidence 
regions for fi can be obtained based on either ov jx and based on normality. To 
carry out such inference procedures, some variability estimates are required. .A. naive 
estimate of the variability can be obtained by evaluating Vj, = Var{di) at ft or p,. 
(10) 
where di is given in Theorem I, and 
E{dz) = 0. 
(iv) yjne A A^(0, S), as n —>• 00. 
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But, the expansions in Theorems 1 and 2 suggest a better estimate by incorporating the 
variability in the higher-order second terms. For this, we note that = da — ^(^2)7 
and that di and ^2 are uncorrelated in the limit under {iv). Thus, approximate mean 
squared errors (MSE) of /it and fi are 
M S E { f i )  =  V a r { d i )  + Varido) + ^(^2)^(^2)', (H) 
M S E { f t )  =  V a r { d i )  + Var{d2)., (12) 
where the expressions for V a r { d i )  = Vj, and E { d 2 )  are given in (6) and (7), and 
V a r { d 2 )  = 0 A,)($ ® 0 A,)Vrf., (13) 
i=i j=i 
V .  =  -
• • •  t r { A i V ^ ^ A r V i , )  
t r { A r V i ^ A , V i , )  • • •  t r { A r V d , A r V d , )  
$ ^  S i ,  S 2 i  '  '  '  1  S j -  ^  
Note that the difference MSE(/i) - MSE(/i) is non-negative definite, and is nonzero 
unless B{ii) = 0. If f{ii) is linear in /i, then the approximations in (11) and (12) 
reduce to Var{di). For nonlinear /, (11) and (12) provide better approximations to the 
true MSE of /t and fi than Vj,, incorporating higher order terms. We suggest using 
the estimates of the MSE obtained by evaluating (11) and (12) a.t = fx and /j, = p., 
respectively, in making inferences for /t, e.g., confidence regions. Even with the biased 
/t, the use of this MSE estimate is expected to produce a good appro.ximate coverage 
probability, especially compared to that using only Because of the larger bias and 
"larger" MSE for p., we expect the confidence regions using jx and MSE(/i) to provide a 
smaller confidence region than that constructed using /i and MSE(/i), keeping the same 
approximate level of coverage. 
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The results presented in Theorems 1 and 2 were derived assuming is known. 
This assumption is valid in a number of situations. In many cases the manufacturer's 
specifications or plant data provide information about the variability in the mejisurement 
devices. If this information is based on a large study, then it could be used to develop 
and the assumption of known ^ would not be unreasonable. Or, if this information is 
unavailable, we might conduct a designed experiment for the sole purpose of determining 
If the range over which the experiment is designed is representative of the operating 
range of the process, and if the sample size is large enough, then we might consider an 
estimate of ^ derived from this experiment to be known, and hence, the results reported 
in Theorems 1 and 2 would apply. 
If an estimate of ^3? is available along with some measure of variability associated 
with the estimate, then the results of Theorems I and 2 can be modified to include the 
variability due to the estimation of Consider the model described by (1) - (2) where 
is unknown. An estimate of is obtained by minimizing the function 
Q(a*) = (14) 
subject to (4), where ^ is an estimate of *5?. We use /tj to denote the estimate that 
minimizes (14) subject to (4). Also, we define the bias adjusted estimator to be the 
value of that minimizes (14) subject to 
/(/t) --B(A$) = 0, (15) 
where is B(/i) in (8) evaluated a.t /J. = and 'S' = ^. 
Theorem 3 Assume that (i) - (m) in Theorem 1 hold. In addition, assume 
(v) i s  a p x p  p o s i t i v e  d e f i n i t e  m a t r i x  i n d e p e n d e n t  o f e  s a t i s f y i n g  —  =  O p  
as n oo, where d is some index tending to infinity. 
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Then, 
— = di+6.2 +d4-\- Op l^max 
= didzOp [ max 
1 1 
n>/n' ny/d 
1 1 
n\/n' n\/d 
where di, d2 and ds are given in Theorems 1 and 2, and 
( 1 
(16)  
(17) 
d4 = { I p  -  ®F'$-'F)(^ - ^ )F$-^Fe = O p  , 
E{d^) = 0. 
(18) 
(19) 
Thus, the additional uncertainty attributed to estimation of the error variance co-
variance matrix 'i' translates into an additional term in the expansions given in (16) and 
(17). To obtain an explicit form of the additional variability, assume that 
(vi) nd9 ~ l'K(n^,t/), 
where W { - )  denotes the Wishart distribution. Under assumptions (i) - ( v i ) ,  
M S E i i i ^ )  =  M S E i f i )  +  V a r { d ^ ) ,  
and 
M S E { I l^ )  =  M S E [ i i , )  +  V a r { d ^ ) ,  
where MSE(/i) and MSE(/i) are given in (11) and (12), and 
V a r { d ^ )  =  §  [ / p  -  C i i  [ i p  -  ,  
® 1=1 
C  =  ( $ - j F ® / p ) P K v [ * ® ' 9 ? ] P A - , ( F ' $ - ' 0 / p )  
^ 1 1  C i 2  '  C i r  
C r l  C r 2  • • • Cr 
(20) 
(21)  
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Pk, = K, [K'^K,)'" K;, 
and Kp is a x matrix consisting of zeros and ones satisfying 
uec(S) = KpVechCS). 
Testing Problem 
A second objective of interest to the process engineers, the detection of instrument 
biases and process leaks, can be formulated as a problem of statistical hypothesis testing. 
For this formulation, we assume that the r restrictions in fifi) can be partitioned into 
two subsets: fiifi) containing r — s restrictions and f2{t^) containing the remaining 5 
restrictions, and write f { f i )  =  •  We assume that the restrictions in f i i f i )  
are known to hold, and that /2(/i) contains the restrictions suspect for violation. For 
example, a portion of the process corresponding to some restrictions may have recently 
been checked for biases in the measurement instruments and for process "leaks," and 
proper corrections have been made. Then, /2(a*) corresponds to the portion of the 
system for which the calibration problems or "leaks" have not been checked. Thus, the 
problem of interest is to test the hypotheses 
Ho •• fM = 0, (22) 
H. : Un) ^  0, (23) 
given the knowledge of = 0. To develop procedures for testing (22) - (23), it is 
convenient to consider full and reduced models. The full model assumes that (22) is 
not known to hold, and has only fiifi) = 0 as restrictions on the model. The reduced 
model assumes Ho is true, and has both fiin) = 0 and /2(At) = 0 as restrictions, 
i.e., fiti) = 0. In this section, we assume that ^ is known. The two estimation 
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procedures discussed previously can be applied for the full and reduced models. We 
use flu to denote the estimate of fi obtained by minimizing (3) subject to (4), and 
the estimate minimizing (3) subject to (9) with /i = fin- For the full model, (ip is the 
estimate of /i obtained by minimizing (3) subject to fiili) = 0, and jip represents the 
estimate minimizing (3) subject to /i(/x) — Bi[iip) = 0, where Bi{ti) is B{^t) using 
only = 0 as restrictions. Three types of general techniques for developing a test 
procedure are the likelihood ratio test (LRT), the Wald test (VV), and the Lagrange 
multiplier test (LM). In the context of our problem, the LRT and W can be derived 
easily, but the application of the LM idea requires some derivation. 
Under the normality of e, the LRT statistic for testing (22) versus (23) is 
LRT = {y - - P- f ) -  ( ^ 4 )  
Using the bias adjusted estimator /x, we can consider a modified LRT statistic 
L R T  =  { y - f t p ) .  (25) 
As a practical consideration, the LRT requires fitting both the full and reduced models. 
Consequently, for its implementation in an on-line fashion to monitor a chemical process, 
the LRT may not be very practical. From this point of view, the LM and W tests are 
more appealing, since each test requires only one model fitting. 
The VV test statistic can be obtained using only the estimates under the full model. 
To obtain a good variability estimate used in the VV test, we can use the MSB estimates 
developed in (20) and (21). Thus, the W test statistic using flp is 
W  =  U M H ; 2 u m ^  (26) 
where H22 = F2MSEF2, F2 is obtained by evaluating the s  x  p  F 2  i n  F  =  (Fj, Fj)' 
at fj,p, and MSE in (20) for fitting only fiifi) = 0 evaluated at jxp. Similarly, using 
fXp and (21), we can define 
W = f2iMH22 faiPp)- (27) 
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The LM test can be obtained by fitting only the reduced model. The idea behind 
the LM test is described in Silvey [14]. Since our problem involves two sets of implicit 
restrictions, we need to modify the general formula to obtain test statistics for our prob­
lem. First, we consider using obtained by minimizing (3) subject to (4) containing 
both and /2(m)- Consider this minimization as solving the derivative equations 
for the Lagrangian function 
- z') + KfM + Kf (28) 
f f 
Then, the solutions and A = (Aj, Aj)' satisfy 
F'A = ^-^3/- Afl), 
/(AH) = 0, 
where F  i s  F  evaluated at Ah- It follows that 
A = (F»f'')-'F(9-AB)- (29) 
If assumption (fu) holds, and if the reduced model holds, i.e., /2(a*) = 0? then by 
Theorem 1, A is approximately normally distributed with a covariance matrix estimated 
A A /\ — 1 
F'9F j . Since we are testing only the part of the restrictions, the LM test 
statistic can be obtained using only the A2 part of A. Hence, a natural extension of the 
standard LM test statistic to our problem is 
A / A ~ 1 A 
^2-^0 ^2? 
where Eq is the s x 5 lower right corner of [F^F ) . Note that if we write 
/ \ 
f^F' = Kn Kn 
K21 K22 
A _ J A A A A A 
then Eq = K22.1 = K22 — K2iK^y Ki2- However, a better estimate of the covariance 
matrix can be obtained using the expansion in Theorem 1. For this, let 
LM = 
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where E  is the 5x5 lower right comer of 
+ {F^F')-^F^rd^F'{F^F')-\ (30) 
and Karjj is Var{d2) evaluated at Using the bias adjusted estimator, we can 
similarly form the LM test statistic 
LM = A2^~^A2, 
where E is (30) evaluated at and A = {F9F')~^F{y — fiji). 
To derive and compare the properties of the six test statistics under HQ and Ha-, we 
consider asymptotic expansions under assumption (f) and a contiguous alternative. For 
this purpose, we assume that the true fi satisfies 
y/n (31) 
where the s x 1 vector S is zero under Hq^ and n is given in (i). 
Theorem 4 Assume (i), (ii), and (in) in Theorem 1 hold, and assume that the true fi 
satisfies (31). Then 
LRT = n [a; + cq]' $ ^ [x + Co] — n [a: + cp]' 
o  o  
[x + cp\ + Op 1 
LRT = n [x + Co - B(/i)] $ ^ [x + co - B{n)] 
-n [x + cf - S(/i)]' 
O O 
[ x  +  C F -  + Op Q) , 
W = n 1 p j + d \ p  + F  d 2 p  +  c p  
1 c ) + F d i p  + F d 2 p  +  C f  
( o , / , )  n ( o , .  
+ ( ^ )  •  
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where 
W = n ^ + F d i p  + Fdsp + C F  
7^ 
1 + F d i p  + F d s f .  + Cf 
( o , / ,  ) ' n ( o , / , )  
^  ( ^ ) '  
L M  =  n [ x +  Co]'n[a; + Co] + Op , 
LM = n [a; + Co - B(At)]' [a; + Cq - B{ii)] + Op , 
=0 = 5 w' A i W  w'A 2'W  . . . w'ArW 
\x/n / 
C F  =  \ [ d [ p A , d , p, . . . , d [ ^ A r d , p ] \  
0 0 
$ = 
( \ 
$11 $12 
$21 $22 
and dip, d^p and d^p are d\, di and ds, respectively, computed for the full model (i 
u s i n g  o n l y  f i i f j t )  = 0 ) .  
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The expansions in Theorem 4 lead to a number of results comparing the six test statistics. 
First, we observe that the expansions in the theorem include the terms of order Op(-^). 
I f  w e  i g n o r e  s u c h  t e r m s ,  a l l  s i x  s t a t i s t i c s  a r e  e q u a l  t o  x ' Q x .  T h u s ,  u n d e r  a s s u m p t i o n  ( i v ) ,  
all six statistics converge in distribution to where ^22.1 = ^22—^21^7/^12-
Hence, the percentiles of Xs distribution are used as approximate reference points for all 
six test statistics. 
To obtain a meaningful comparison, we consider the full expansions in Theorem 4 
including the higher order terms. Note that the first order approximation to all six test 
statistics is a noncentral chi-square distribution. Hence, it seems insightful to obtain a 
higher order approximate expression for a quantity corresponding to the noncentrality 
parameter for each statistic. Noting that every term in the expansion in Theorem 4 is 
a quadratic form in some random vector, an approximate noncentrality parameter can 
be obtained by replacing the random vector by its expectation in every quadratic form. 
Denoting such an expression by we obtain 
4>{LRT) = n 
^\/n ' 
$ - 1  
\ 
0 
0 0 
s(m), 
+ B(a^) + M 
4>{LKF) = n + M $ -1 + M 
( f > { W )  = n My ^ 5 j  
<j>{W) = n 0 
( 
O O 
^ ^22.1 
\ 
/ 
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^ ( L M )  =  n  i) +  B { y . )  +  M  i) +  B { n )  +  M  
where 
4>{LM) = n ' 0 ^ + M 
M; 
+ M 
M = r 
(i)'$-FSA.SF$-(0^) 
(^j)'$-^FSA.SF#-^(^^) 
In assessing these expressions, we first consider the null distribution by setting J = 0. 
With J = 0, (f>{LRT) and <f){LM) reduce to zero, while the four others are positive due to 
the nonlinearity of f. Hence, we expect the approximation of the null distribution to 
be better for LRT and LM using the bias adjusted estimators than for the four others. 
Note that, for the VV test, the use of the bias adjusted estimator does not completely 
r e m o v e  t h e  d e v i a t i o n  f r o m  t h e  c e n t r a l  X s  d u e  t o  n o n l i n e a r i t y  o f  f .  U n d e r  H a  ' •  S  ^  Q ^ x X .  
c a n  b e  s e e n  t h a t  ( f > { L R T )  >  4 > { L M ) .  T h u s ,  L R T  a p p e a r s  t o  b e  m o r e  p o w e r f u l  t h a n  L M .  
But, a close examination of <p{LRT) and 4>(LM) shows that the difference is only in a 
certain weight matrix and is generally small. Recall that the LM test requires estimation 
of only one model, the reduced model, while the LRT requires estimation of two sets of 
parameter estimates. Thus, for the purposes of on-line hypothesis testing, the use of the 
LM test using the bias adjusted estimator might be useful. Otherwise, we suggest the 
use of the modified LRT with the bias adjusted estimator. 
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Simulation Study 
A numerical study wcis conducted using simulated measurements for the continuous 
stir tank reactor process given in Kim et al. [10]. The process is a first order irreversible 
• k • * 
reaction A B \n which species A is converted to species B and the rate of reaction 
is given by fc, which is a nonlinear function of temperature. The five true values of 
the measurements are fiAo- inlet concentration of species A, outlet concentration of 
species A, /j.b- outlet concentration of species B, /xto- inlet temperature, and /it- outlet 
temperature. Three constraints describing the steady state model are: 
= Oiil^Ao - f^A) - kf^A = 0, (33) 
/2(At) = -OifiB +kfiA=0, (34) 
f z i f j - )  =  d i i f ^ T o  -  I ^ T ) - d 2 k f ^ A  = 0 ,  (.35) 
k = 
where 6i, 02, ^3, ^4 and 65 are all known constants determined by the chemical engineer 
using the engineering knowledge of the process and fj, = [ha-,IJ-AoiIJ-To,• The 
restrictions (33) and (34) describe the changes in ha and in fia over time, respectively, 
assuming the process is in steady state. These restrictions hold because there is no 
accumulation or loss of mass or energy, depletion over time in the steady state process. 
The third restriction (35) is the energy blance on the tank contents. 
In our simulation, the true values of was set to be the first set of conditions given 
in Table 7 in Kim et al. [10], i.e., 
= (0.882 m o l / L ,  1.0 m o l / L ,  0.118 m o l / L ,  0.54710 A'/IOOO, 0.66509 A'/IOOO)', 
where, in our study, temperatures ht and fiTo were scaled by 1000 K to be of the same 
order as the other parameters. We generated observed measurements by adding normal 
errors to fi. Following Kim et al.[10], the five errors were assumed to be independent. 
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The error variances were also taken to be in a range suggested by Kim et al. [10], 
and were set equal to (0.05)^ for concentrations and (0.005)^ A'^/1000^ for 
temperature. From this model, 1000 samples were generated. 
For estimating the true value /*, we note that Y  is an unbicised estimator of /x, and 
that an exact confidence interval for each /z,- can be constructed based on V^, the cor­
responding observation, and the known error variance. The length of such an interval 
is a normal percentile times the error standard deviation. We consider using the bias 
adjusted estimator /i along with higher order estimated MSE based on (12) for con­
structing an approximate confidence interval for /z,-. Table 2.1 gives the error standard 
deviation, the Monte Carlo MSE for fi, and the average of the estimated MSE. As can 
be seen in Table 2.1, the estimated MSE with the higher order terms provides good 
approximation to the true MSE on average, despite the highly nonlinear restrictions. 
Also, the estimated MSE of ft is much smaller than the error standard deviation. Thus, 
Table 2.1 Error standard deviation and MSE(/]t) 
Parameter Error STD y / M C M S E  \I a v e m s e  
IJ'A 0.05 0.00646 0.00645 
{IT 0.005 0.00070 0.00065 
I^B 0.05 0.00139 0.00137 
0.05 0.00632 0.00633 
y -To 0.005 0.00087 0.00086 
the length of a confidence interval based on /z,- is much narrower than that based on Y ] ,  
Hence, the data reconciliation using the restrictions provides much more information 
about the true value fi than the use of the observation V as an estimate. Table 2.2 
presents the percentage of times the true value was contained in the approximate 95% 
confidence interval based on p,i and the estimated higher order MSE. The use of the 
higher order MSE seems to produce reasonably accurate coverage probability by a much 
narrower interval than that using Yi. 
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Table 2.2 Simulated coverage probability for jx 
f ^ A  flT y-Ao f^To 
A 95.1 92.1 93.9 94.8 94.4 
For the testing problem, we considered testing the validity of (35), i.e., 
H o  : f z i f i )  =  0, (36) 
H. •• Mil)  ^0. (37) 
The three statistics using the bias adjusted estimate fi described in Section 3 were 
computed and compared to the upper 0.05 point of the chi-squared distribution with 1 
degree of freedom. The number of times Hq was rejected is summarized in Table 2.3. 
This corresponds to the null case and the chi-squared approximation is good for the 
Table 2.3 Rejection percent under H q: a = 0.05 
Test Procedure A 
LRT 5.4 
W 5.1 
LM 5.4 
Table 2.4 Rejection percent under Ha', fs = —0.07, a = 0.05 
Test Procedure A A 
LRT 95.4 95.4 
W 95.8 95.8 
LM 95.5 95.4 
three tests. In order to compare the power of the six tests, 1000 samples were generated 
from the same structure as before, except uto was decreased by 2cr to 0.53935A'/IOOO 
so that fsin) = —0.07. Table 2.4 presents the power of the three test for this particular 
alternative. We see that all the tests have high power. 
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Appendix 
The proofs of Theorems 1-3 are given in this appendix. The proof of Theorem 3 is 
only sketched, as it mostly duplicates those for Theorems 1 and 2. 
The following lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Lemma 1 Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, fi is a consistent estimator of fi, as 
n -4 CO. 
Proof. Note that the minimization of in (3) is equivalent to the minimization 
of Q ' i f i )  =  n ~ ^ Q { f J , )  =  { y  —  —  y . ) .  For the true value /ig, y Ho and 
P . A . . Q ' i f - o )  0- Since f i  minimizes Q ' i f J - )  over all /i satisfying f { f i )  = 0, and since (X Q 
satisfies f{fi) = 0, 
0 < Q'W < Q'M, 
P P P 
and -> 0. Since y ft fjiQ. I 
Proof of Theorem 1 
Consider the lagrangian function associated with the minimization of 
o c )  =  { y -  - A*) + a7(/4), (A.i) 
where a is an r x 1 vector of lagrange multipliers. By Lemma 1, we can assume jx is in 
the interior of the parameter space with probability approaching one as n oo. Thus, 
we can act as if /i satisfies the derivative equations for (A.i), 
- S - H j / - / i )  +  F ' a  =  0 ,  { A : 2 )  
/(A) = 0, (A.3) 
where F  =  By the mean value theorem, for the true value of there e.xists 
a point /t on the line segment joining f t  and f j ,  such that 
/(A) = + (A.4) 
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where F  = Since both p .  and the true value / i  satisfy (4), (A.4) simplifies 
to 
F(/x - /a) = 0. 
Hence, 
F { y  -  f i )  =  F e -  F(/t -  f i )  =  F e .  (A.5) 
Premultiplying (A.2) by jPS, we obtain 
- F { y  -  i i )  +  iia = 0, 
»» •• A / »» 
where 11 = F ' S F  . By assumption (m), n is positive definite for large n ,  so that 
a = n''F(y-A). (A.6) 
Combining (A.5) and (A.6), we see that 
a = U'^Fe. (A.7) 
Substituting (A.7) into (A.2) and sol v i n g for y — p,, vfe obtain 
2/-/i = SF'n"^Fe. (A.S) 
It follows f r o m  a ssumptions (i) and {iii) and Lemma 1, that 
A  - =  ( / p  -  S F ' n " ' F )  e  =  o j .  ( A . 9 )  
In turn, it then follows that 
p-fi = di + OpQ-^. (A.10) 
We next use the first order expansion of ft — fi obtained in (A.10) to derive a higher 
order approximation of /i — To do this, we consider an approximation oi fi — fi which 
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includes all terms of order O p  Expanding f ( / i )  around fx to the third order terms, 
we can show that 
i f i -  n Y A i i f i -  f j i )  
i f i -  f J . )  
fii^) = fin) + F(A - M) + - + O j j  
n y / n )  '  (A.ll) 
(A - - f l )  
where A,- is defined in Theorem 1. Noting that f { p , )  = 0 and /(/i) = 0, and using 
(A. 10), we have 
1 \ 0 = F { f i  -  f i )  +  c +  O p  (A.12) 
** \ny/n j  
where c, defined in Theorem 1, is Op . Premultiplying (A.2) by FS, and using 
(A.12), we can show 
a = n 'F{y - fi) 
=  I l ~ ' [ v  +  c ]  +  O p ( —  
Tly/n J ' 
where H = F H F  and v  =  F e .  Substituting (A.13) in (A.2), 
ft — fj. = e — SF'n + c) + Oj 
(A.13) 
(A.14) 
T l y/n y 
The expansion (5) for ft — /i follows because 
F =  F  +  G  +  0 , ( i ) .  
n  =  F S ( F  +  G ) ' + ( 9 p 0 ,  
n~^ = (FSF)-^ - (FSF)-' FSG' (FSF)"^ + Op . 
The expectation results can be derived by direct evaluation. 
(A.15) 
(A.16) 
Proof of Theorem 2 
For the consistency of /i, let fJtf^ be the value closest (in Euclidean norm) to the true 
value fj, among all fj,' satisfying /(/*') = B{/jt). Then, by the argument used in Lemma 
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1, A - 0. Since B{ii) = Op /i„ /f, and /t is consistent. To obtain the 
expansion, consider the lagrangian function 
Q { H ,  O L )  =  { y -  t i ) ' Y . - \ y  - ^) + a' [/(^) - , (A.17) 
where 
B(A) = 5 [tr{MVi,), ir(AjVj,fr(A,Vj,)]', 
VJ, = I S - SF' (FSF')"' FSL, 
and Ai is evaluated at (i. For jx in the interior of the parameter space, the derivative 
equations are 
-X)~'(y - ^) + F'q: = 0, (A.18) 
/(A) --B(A) = 0- (A.19) 
Since B{ii) = Op the argument used for obtaining (A.10) leads to 
fi - fi = di + Op . (A.20) 
Using (A.20) and an expansion of /(/i) as in (A.11), we can show 
B { p . )  =  F { p . -  f i ) + c  +  Op(-^j:^ .  (A.21) 
yTly/Tl  J 
Writing F  { p .  —  f i )  =  F e  —  F { y  —  /i), and solving for F  { y  —  f t ) ,  we see that 
F {y - ix) = V + c - B{ii) + Op . (A.22) 
Premultiplying (A.18) by FS, and using (A.21), we obtain 
a = n ^F{y-fi) (A.23) 
= n'^ [u + c - B(/t)] + (9p j , (A.24) 
where f[ = F ' S F .  Using (A.23) in (A.18), and using the argument at the end of the 
previous proof, we obtain the expansion result. I 
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Proof of Theorem 3 
The consistency of follows from the argument in Lemma 1 and the fact that 
t _ -- • • • • 
-> S. Applying the steps to obtain (A.10) to the derivative equations 
- S  \ y - A ^ )  +  F ' a  =  0 ,  
/(A«) = 0, 
(A.25) 
(A.26) 
with S = n^, we obtain 
— fjt = di + Op I max 1 _L 
.n' v^. 
Following the steps to obtain (A.13), the result for this case can be shown to be 
1 \ ^-1. 
a = (« + c) + Op . I , 
\ n y / n  J  
where = FSF. Using (A.27) in (A.25), we have 
(A.27) 
-  f j ,  =  e -  ' S F I l ^ ^ i v  +  c )  +  O p '  —  
J l y/n ) (A.2S) 
We note (A.16) and 
n = Ftp' 
= FSF' + FSG' + F(S-S) F'+(9p (max 1 1 
n y/nd 
n ' = (FSF')"^ - (FSF')"' [FSG' + F (S - S) F'] (FSF')~' 
1 1 
+ 0p max 
«' y/nd J 
Thus, the expansions for — fi follows from (A.28) and the argument at the end of 
Theorem 1 proof. The expectation of (£4 is zero because of the independence of and 
e. The derivation of the expansion for follows the derivation for and Theorem 2. 
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3 NONLINEAR ERRORS-IN-VARIABLES ANALYSIS 
WITH MEASUREMENT ERROR BIASES 
A paper to be submitted to Journal of the American Statistical Association 
Je£in E. Pelkey 
Abstract 
Statistical analysis of measurements taken for the purpose of monitoring a large engineering 
process such as a chemical processing system is discussed. The process variables are known 
to satisfy certain nonlinear physical restrictions involving unknown parameters provided the 
variables are measured without error. In practice, all variables are measured with error and 
some system anomaly, e.g., one or more leaks in the process, leads to the violation of some of the 
restrictions. In engineering problems, it is often possible to obtain an accurate estimate of the 
variance-covariance matrix of the measurement errors through replication or past experience. 
However, systematic measurement error bias can be present for some of the variables due to 
calibration or human errors. Thus, a statistical problem in monitoring such processes consists 
of unknown parameter estimation and detecting possible measurement biases and/or violation 
of restrictions. Nonlinear errors-in-variables analysis can be used to approach this problem. It 
is shown that, in a model with sufficient nonlinearity, systematic bias of all instruments and 
all restriction parameters can be estimated. Properties of the maximum likelihood estimators 
and its bias-adjusted modification are discussed. Inference procedures are proposed for the 
systematic measurement bias and the restriction violation. 
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Introduction 
In a chemical process, accurate statistical parameter estimation and timely detection 
of systematic biases and process "leaks" are important tools used by process control engi­
neers in system monitoring. Inaccurate estimation can lead to unnecessary adjustments 
to the process that can adversely affect the quality of the product. The measurements 
taken at points within the process axe subject to measurement errors. In addition to 
random variability, a systematic measurement bias can exist due to instrument cali­
bration error. In an engineering process, the true error-free values satisfy some known 
physical restrictions. These constraints are called material and energy balance equa­
tions, and may contain unknown parameters to be estimated. One problem of interest 
to the engineers is the estimation of the true process values in the process based on 
the measurements and the material and energy balance equations. A second problem is 
that of estimating and checking the instrument biases. Another problem of interest is 
to detect the violation of a restriction due to system anomaly such as process leaks. In 
the engineering literature, the first problem is called data reconciliation and the second 
and third are jointly referred to as gross error detection. This engineering classification 
arose, because only linear restrictions have been considered. For the linear model, it is 
known that the whole model is not identified and most parameters are not estimable. In 
particular, the estimation of all instrument biases is impossible. Thus, the gross error 
detection is concerned with detection of some error without specifying whether it is due 
to measurement bias or system anomaly. In this paper, a model with nonlinear restric­
tions is considered. It is shown that all parameters including the true process values, 
all measurement biases, and restriction parameters can be estimated with sufficiently 
nonlinear restrictions. 
Consider a process that is monitored over T time points using p measurement sta­
tions. Let flit denote the true value of the process at the i"* collection station at time t. 
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f = 1,2,..., r, and let Yu be a measurement of the process at the f"' station at time t .  
Let Y t = (Ku, Yit, •••, Ypt)' and //, = (/zit,^2t, • • Assume that the p values in 
satisfy r physical nonlinear restrictions containing k  parameters, and that fi^ is a fixed 
vector in a parameter space T. The process monitoring model is 
yt = fit+i+^t, (1) 
=0 ,  
where €t  is the p x 1 measurement error vector at time t  with E{et )  = 0 and V(et) = 
7 is a p X 1 vector of instrument biases belonging to a parameter space T, the r-valued 
function is a function defined on T x 0 representing the physical constraints 
at time and 0 is a fc x 1 vector of unknown parameters belonging to a parameter 
space 0. It is cissumed that T and P are subsets of p-dimensional Euclidean space, and 
that 0 is a subset of A;-dimensional Euclidean space. We consider the case for which 
f{Hf,9) is generally nonlinear in both fif and 6. It is assumed that r < p, and that 
the constraints = 0 is written in a consistent and non-redundant manner. In 
engineering applications, the measurement error covariance matrix V{et) = is often 
known or estimated with acceptable accuracy based on replication or specification. In 
this paper, we assume that ^ is a known positive definite matrix. Model (1) contains a 
large number of unknown parameters to be estimated. The p x 1 vector /Xj represents the 
true but unknown value of those parameters for which measurements are taken at time t, 
the p x 1 vector 7 corresponds to a vector of systematic biases (e.g. instrument biases), 
and the A; x 1 vector 9 represents those unknown values determining the restrictions. 
In a simple engineering system such as a pipeline system, the material in the sys­
tem does not change its form drastically, and the physical constraints represent simple 
mass balances. For such a case, the constraint does not contain an unknown 
parameter 9 ,  is linear in and is of the form 
An^ = 0, (2) 
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where A is a known r x p matrix of rank r. For example, in a pipeline system with r 
processing units, each of the r constraints corresponds to the equality between the input 
and output. The model with such a linear restriction (2) has been discussed widely in 
the chemical engineering literature. See, e.g., Almasy [2], Darouach and Zasadzinski [7], 
Narasimhan and Mah [11], Rollins and Devanathan [13]. However, in a more complex 
engineering system, the restrictions represent materiaJ and energy balance equations that 
can be quite nonlinear and can involve parameters specific to a system. For the model 
with nonlinear restrictions, recent work in the chemical engineering literature assumes 
no measurement bias, i.e. 7 = 0, and has concentrated on finding efficient optimization 
routines based on the methods proposed by Britt and Luecke ([4]) (e.g., Albuquerque 
and Biegler [1], Kim et al. [8], Kim et al. [9], Liebman et al. [10]). They do not discuss 
statistical inference procedures or statistical properties of the estimators . Statistical 
analysis of model (1) is that of nonlinear errors-in-variables. See, e.g.. Fuller [7] and 
Carroll et al. [5]. Model (1) is similar to that discussed by Amemiya and Fuller [3] and 
we follow their approach for some issues. However, no work in nonlinear measurement 
error analysis directly addresses the estimation of measurement bias, 7. 
This paper considers the general model (1) with the instrument bias 7 and the un­
known parameter d, assuming that is nonlinear in /Xj. The issue of estimability 
of 0 and 7 is an important point of discussion, and is addressed in the next section. It 
turns out that 7 is generally non-estimable unless f{/jif,0) is sufficiently nonlinear in 
fif Estimation of 7 and 0 is discussed fully in the following section. Sections on 
testing and simulation follow. The appendix contains all derivations. 
Estimability 
To discuss the estimability of parameters in model (1), we first consider simple linear 
constraints. Suppose that the r constraints in are linear in both fif and 9, and 
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of the form 
= Milt + MO = 0, (3) 
where Ai is r x p known matrix of rank r ,  and A2 is an r x Ar known matrix of rank k .  
Then, let il be a p x p nonsingular matrix such that 
Ai 
u 
L\A\ = O, 
R = 
( 
\ 
and consider a transformed observation 
' Y- ^ ' •  u  
y. 
2< 
= RYt. 
Then, under model (1) and restriction (3), 
^it — +-^17 + 
= -A2^ + 7i+eit, 
^2t ~ "t" T2 "I" ^24' 
where 7^ = A17 and 72 = Lif. Thus, £1^,, t  =  1,2,..., T", and 72 are non-estimable, 
and the identification of 6 and 7j needs to be made only through Y\t- ^ — 
1,2,... ,r, we write 
Y\ = S-
where Y\ = {Y\1 r*;,. .., Y',t)\ and 
+ e', 
5' = 
—A2 Ai 
—A2 Ai 
—A2 Ai 
(4) 
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The rank oi  Tr  y.  [p  +  k)  S '  \ s  r  which is less than p .  Hence, only linear combinations 
of the r elements of Aif — A26 are estimable. For a function only of the instrument 
bias 7, an estimable function has to be a linear combination of the elements of L2Aiy, 
where the rows of the {1— k) x r L2 span the orthogonal complement of A2. Thus, the 
whole 7 is non-estimable even if S is not present. For the model with linear restrictions, 
fif, 9 and 7 are not generally estimable. 
From (4), we see that the non-identifiability of 0 and 7 are closely related to the fact 
that E{Y\i) is free of t. Suppose that the physical restriction depends on t and is given 
by Aif/if + AztO = 0. Then, (4) becomes 
—A21 All 
—A22 Av2 
-A2T Air 
which is of full column rank if Au and A2t  vary sufficiently over t .  This fact can be 
used to describe intuitively why a model with sufficiently nonlinear restrictions yield the 
estimability of all parameters. 
For the nonlinear model, assumption (u) of Theorem 1 in the next section gives a 
precise condition that allows estimation of all parameters. An intuitive interpretation 
of the condition is that 5, the matrix Tr x {p + k) defined by S = has full 
column rank, where ..., , is Tr  x  p ,  Sg  =  [F' Q I ,  F ' G ^ , . . . ,  F 'GJ^ 
IS  Tr  X k ,  Fgt  = F^t  = Thus, S is the matrix of first partial 
derivatives of with respect to fif and 9 for alH = 1,2,...,r. For the linear 
model (3), F^t = Ai and Fgt  = A2 do not depend on t ,  rank{S)  =  r  <  p  +  k ,  and 
the condition does not hold. But, if f{tit,9) is nonlinear in /Xf, then F^t varies over t, 
and is expected to be of full column rank. Also, if the parameterization 9 is given 
in a non-redundant fashion, we expect Sg to be of full column rank. Hence, with the 
nonlinearity of /(/ij, 9) in we might expect the estimability of all elements of 9 and 
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7- It is shown in the next section that, under the nonlinearity condition, all and 
-y can be estimated. 
We point out that the above full column rank condition concerns mainly the non-
linearity of f{fii,0) in Hi, and not in $. Consider linear restrictions of the form 
f i f j i i - , 0 )  =  a { 6 )  +  w h e r e  a { 6 )  a n d  A { 9 )  a r e  n o n l i n e a r  f u n c t i o n s  o f  6 .  T h e n ,  S  
for this case has rank at most r -{• k, and S does not have full column rank. Thus, the 
nonlinearity in fif plays the key condition in achieving the estimability of all parameters 
and in particular of 7. 
Suppose that elements nu and Hjt appear in an identical subset of the r restrictions, 
and that both fjit and fijt linearly enter each of the restrictions in the set. Then, the 
two columns of 5^ corresponding to /z,t and fijt are a multiple of each other, and the full 
column rank condition for is violated. In general, the full rank condition for S may 
appear somewhat too technical, but is, in fact, easily verified for a particular applied 
problem. 
Estimation Problem 
For the model (1) with known a natural estimation procedure is to minimize the 
function 
Q(i'„t,o) = E(y, -f,- - ft, - 7), (5) 
£=1 
with respect to in T x P x 0, subject to 
f{ti„e) = o, t = i,2,...,r. (6) 
The estimators obtained in this way are denoted by /ij, 7 and 6. If €« are normally 
distributed, 7, and 6 are the maximum likelihood estimators. We derive properties 
of the estimators without assuming the normality of Ct- In this type of nonlinear mea­
surement error analysis, the so-called small error asymptotics is often used to obtain 
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insightful properties of the estimators. See, e.g., Amemiya and Fuller [3] and Stefanski 
and Carroll [14]. In such a setup, the limit is taJcen over a sequence of decreasing ^ 
and increasing T. Asymptotic results obtained in this manner are applicable in practice 
when the elements of ^ are small or when Yt is some summary value based on many 
readings. In engineering applications, Yt is often an average or some summary of n 
measurements taken during a short time period, where the process is believed to be in a 
steady state period. Then, the assumption that T -> oo, and 9=0 n —>• oo, may 
be reasonable. Under this assumption, the first theorem gives an asymptotic expansion 
oi and 0 up to higher order terms. 
Theorem 1 Let model (1) hold, and assume 
(i) The measurement errors Ct, t = 1,2, are independently distributed for all t, 
the fourth moments of n^Ct exist, and Var[et) = *$ = where S is positive 
definite. Also, n = o{T), i.e., ^ 0. 
(ii) The partial derivatives of 9) with respect to of order three or less exist and 
are continuous on T x 0. 
(iii) The partial derivatives of f  {/if, 6 )  with respect to 9  of order two or less exist and 
are continuous on T x 0. 
(iv) For t = 1,2,...,T, is positive definite where F^t = 
evaluated at the true values of fXf and 9. 
(v) AsT oo, m  m o  for a positive definite mo, where the (p + k) x {p + k) matrix 
m  =  
( \ 
( . \ 
1 
=  jY. 
^  t = i  
F'  ^ tit 
-F'et / ^ Ftiti ~Fet ^ 7 
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Fgt  =  dfin„0) 
de' ' 
and all quantities are evaluated at the true values of fi^ and 6. 
In addition, assume that a technical condition (a) given in the appendix holds. Then, 
n oo and T —)• oo, 
1 1 fti — fj-i — d\t + d^t + dzt + Op ^max 
0 — 9 = Ti Op ^max 
7 - 7 = Ai + A2 + Op I max 
ny/n^ nv/f. 
1 1 
nx/n' nVT. 
1 1 
ny/n'' n\/T_ 
where 
du = (j, - + 0, , 
d„ = -{I,- SK,«;,'F„) A, - = O, , 
<<3, = -(/p-SF;,»;:,'F„,)A2-SF;.,#;,'[f„-r;+c,l 
= 0, (i), 
'"I = 9m.« ['"sk - = Op ' 
^2 = 9M.,. [n»»c = 0, Q) , 
Ai = [m„. - m,.,T,] = O, . 
Ai = mj [m„j - m„sr2| = 0, , 
where 
Vt = F^tet, 
Ct — — Aifdxt, dnA2td'iti •. • 5 duArtdit] , 
a ' f , { f i „ e )  
<-v / 7 t — l,w, 
dfitdfi't 
Vj„ = K<!r(d„) = J (s - „.s), 
Gt — [Audit, A2tdui • •  •  1  Artdi^ , 
fT^fxv TTtf^c 
^ mov thqc ! 
1 ^ 
= \t. 
^ t=i 
F' lit 
-n, / ( Ut, c, ) , 
-1. 
Furthermore, 
E { d u )  =  0, 
E{d2t) = 0, 
£(d3t) = - (/p - E{K2) - [Ffl,£;(ra) + , 
^(ri) = 0, 
E{r2) = [m^B - , 
mi) = o, 
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E(A2) = mj [m^eqel^rngB - m^s) , (17) 
where 
= \[tr{AuVd^^),tr{A2tVdu),---,iT{ArtVd^,)^, 
/ \ / , N 
m^B 1 
T 
T 
E Kt 
^ meB t=i \ -K J 
In the expcinsions in Theorem 1, du, Ti  and Ai are the leading terms with zero 
expectation. The term d2t represents the first order effect of estimation of 6 and 7 in 
estimation of The terms dzti T2 and A2 are quadratic functions of 6^5, depend on 
the second derivatives of /(/ij, 6) with respect to and have nonzero expected values. 
Thus, E[d2t)-, E{t2) and E{S.2) represent biases due to the nonlinearity of in 
/Zj. Under the general identification condition (u), these bicises do not vanish. Note that 
the instrument bias 7 enters the model linearly. But, 7 still possesses the nonlinearity 
bias, because the estimation of 7 is possible only through the nonlinearity of 
For a similar model Amemiya and Fuller [3] propose a second estimator that adjusts 
for the nonlinearity bias. In their model, 7 = 0 and their adjusted (BA) estimator 
minimizes (5) subject to the restriction 
= (IS) 
Note that is known since = ^ — ^Fwith 
and Ffit and An can be evaluated at /Itj and d. Amemiya and Fuller [3] show that 
their bias adjusted estimator, (/if,0), has smaller bias than for their model. For 
model (I), we take a slightly different approach to bias adjustment. Given fii and 6, 
choose Af so that F^t^t = where F^t is F^t evaluated at For example, 
At = with 4^, = satisfies F^tAf = -B(/2,.0). Then, 
we adjust the observations to Y' = Yt-V At and define (/ij,7,0) as the estimator that 
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minimizes the function 
£3(m„ 7,»,«,) = E (IT - - 7)' (y; - p, - 7) 
r 
 <=i (19) 
subject to /(^t, 6 )  = 0. It is shown in Theorem 2 below that (/ij, 7,6 )  has smaller bias 
than 7,0). 
Theorem 2 Under the conditions of Theorem 1, 
fLi — — dit + d2t + ^ 41 + Op ^max 
S - 0 = ti+T3 + Op ^max 
7 — 7 = Ai + A3 + Op I max 
1 1 
ny/n^ nVr, 
1 1 
e
 
»
 
n^/T, 
1 1 
n-v/n' n\/r. 
where 
= -(jp-SF;,$;/F,,)A3-SF;,#;/[F,,r3+Q] 
= Op (i) , 
•^3 = [(mfl,- - mea) - (m^c - m^s)j = Op , 
'.l = Op . 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
A3 = m 
In addition, 
E{T3) = 0, 
£(A3) = 0. 
Thus, comparing the approximate bias of and (/if, 7,^) given in Theorems 
1 and 2, we see that, up to the order of approximation given, the bias adjustment removes 
the nonlinearity bias in 7 and 0, and a part of the bias in /if. 
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The expansions in Theorems 1 and 2 can also be used to obtain higher order approx­
imate mean squared error (MSE) of each estimator. To obtain explicit formulas, assume 
the normality of which may be reasonable if Ct is some average value based on many 
errors. By Theorem 1, 
MSEifit) = Var{du) + Var{d2t) + Varid^t) + E{d2t)E{d2t)' + E{d:it)E{d2t)\ (24) 
MSE{e) = Var{Ti) + Var{T2) + E{T2)E{T2y, (25) 
MSEiy) = Kar(Ai) + KarCAa) + E{A2)E{A2)\ (26) 
where Var{dit) = Vjj,, E{d2t), E{d3t), E{\i), E{A.2), E{ t i) and E{t2) are given in 
Theorem 1. Also, 
Var{Ti) = 
Kar(Ai) = i [m;^^ + , 
Var{d2t) = + rn-lim^gqjl^Tng^m-l,] 
X (7, -
Var{d^,) = (/p-SF;,$;/F,,)Kar(A2)(/p-SF;,$;/F,,)' 
+SF;,$;/7ar(c, + F,,r2)$;/F^,S 
+2 (/p - sf;,$;/f^,) Covi\2,ct + FgtT2)^-jF,tJ:, 
Var{T2) = qjl^ [vgsc + mg^m~l, V- 2VSt^cTn-l^m^g] qjg\^, 
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I ^ 
where = [su, S2t,..., Srt], V9ec==7f;^J^ 
^ t=i 
I T y T 
V =—S^ F' , Va —- —F'. ^~'F , f/iC ^2 / -. ^ fit lit Ct™fit •* liti ' o/ic rp2 ' •• Bt lit tit 
t=l  t=l  
yar(A2) = m-^ [V+ m^flKar(r2)mfl^ - 2 (v^(?e - W.^] 
Cot;(A2,ce + FfltT2) = + me^qgl^ \Fet + F 
+^Zl. [{^i^8c - V^^,cm-^m^B) qjg\^ - m^eVar{T2}F'gt] , 
Var{ct + FgtT2) = Ve, + FgtVar{r2)Fgt 
[Pet - F^tm-lm^g] 
For the bias adjusted estimator, we note that d^t = dzt + T3 = T2 + Kr and 
A3 = A2 + K\ where Kr and K\ are matrices containing non-random elements. 
It follows that Var{d^t) = Var{d3t), Var{Tz) = Var{T2) and Var(A3) = Var{S.2)-
Thus, 
MSE{jj,,) = Var{du) + Var{d2t) + Var{d3t) + E{d^t)E[d^t)\ (27) 
MSE{e) = Var{ri) + Var(r2), (28) 
and 
MSE{^) = l/ar(Ai) + Kar(A2). (29) 
Hence, the differences MSE{6) — MSE{d) and MSE{'y) — MSE{'y) are non-negative 
definite. All expressions in (24) - (29) can be estimated by replacing by ® and 
(A'«,7,^) by either (At,7,^) or (/ij,7,0). 
To justify inference procedures for 6 and 7 using (^,7) or (^,7), vve need to show 
the limiting normality. Such inference procedures are useful in applications. For e.xam-
ple, as discussed previously, one problem of interest to the plant engineers is to detect 
measurement biases due to uncalibrated instruments. 
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Theorem 3 Assume the conditions of Theorem 1 hold. Then, 
x/nT 
^  e - 9  
^ 7 - 7  
/ - \ 
e - 9  
7 - 7  
Np+k{0,m- ) ,  
Np+kiO,mQ^), 
where mo is given in assumption (u). 
Thus, if the error variances are not large or if T is large, then the limiting normal 
distribution can be used to make inferences about 6 and 7. Note that if we set 
Var{ t i )  Co v ( t i ,  Ai) 
C o v ( A i , t i ) Var( A i )  
1 
He,7 — 
Cav(Ti,Ai) = 
then 
m, -1 nTUg^^ 
To improve the normal approximation, we recommend the use of the higher order MSE 
rather than the first order variance as the variability estimate. For this, MSB's in (25), 
(26), (28) and (29) evaluated at appropriate estimates can be used for, e.g., constructing 
confidence regions. Recall that 7 represents the systematic biases of the p instruments. 
Thus, the problem of checking the calibration of all p instruments is to test 
ffo : J = 0, 
//a : 7 # 0. 
(30) 
An appropriate procedure for this problem using the bias adjusted estimator is to reject 
ffo if 
where MSE{y) is (29) evaluated at (/ij,7, ^ ). 
(31) 
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Testing For System Anomaly 
Another problem of interest to the engineers is to detect any anomaly in the system 
such as process leaks. The problem of detecting process leaks corresponds to testing 
whether some subset of the r restrictions in (6) hold. We cissume that no system anomaly 
was suspected for T time points, but that at a particular time some restrictions are 
suspect. Typically, is T + 1 or a new time point when a system is altered after 
/ \ 
time T. We partition f{fj,(,9) into two subsets, = Given that 
= 0, f = 1,2,..., T and that = 0, we wish to test 
Ha-f2( l '„ ,» )  =  Q:  (32)  
• /aCMto' ^ 
For this, we develop a modified Wald test. Let (77-, ^r) be the bias adjusted estimator 
of (7,0) based on Yt, t = 1,2, ...,r, using = 0, t = I,2,...,r, as the 
restrictions. For estimating , we first minimize, with respect to , the function 
Qtoif^to' yr-. ^ t) = - Mto - 7r)' " 7r) (33) 
subject to = O5 to obtain Then, the bias adjusted estimator of 
is obtained by minimizing, with respect to the function 
= (yto-Z'to (^«o -^fo -7T) (34) 
subject to fi{fj,(^,dT)—Bi{fj,t^,dT) = 0, where Si(/tj,0) is 6) obtained by fitting 
only fi. Then, a natural estimate of /2(a*<o,^) is /2(Afo)^r)- For this, the following 
result holds. 
Theorem 4 Assume that the model (1) and the conditions of Theorem 1 hold for t = 
1,2,..., T, and t = to, except that zero. Then, as T 00 and as 
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n oo, 
/2(Ato'^T) — f2if^to^^)'^^'ititoi^lto + '^2to+d'5to) + F2Bto{Ti+Tz) 
1 1 
+C2to + Op max 
Tiy/n'' n\/T_ 
where duo and d/ito d^t in Theorem I evaluated at t = to, 
dsto = — {ip-'^P'luto^Uf.toPlnto) ^3 
''2to = ^ [*^ifo-^r-s+lfo<^Uo'^Ko'^'—•'+2'o''l<0! • • • ? ^lto-^'"'o^l'o] i 
Ti, Tz, Ai and A3, are given in Theorems 1 and 2, and the quantities with subscript 1 
are those in Theorems 1 and 2 using only f^. Furthermore, 
^i^sto) = 0. 
Theorem 4 has shown that is a good estimate of f 2(111^,6), although a 
small bias term E(c2to) remains. For a variability estimate, we suggest H obtained by 
computing the variance of the expansion terms in Theorem 4 and evaluating it at the 
appropriate estimates. Then, a Wald test rejects the hypothesis of /2(A*to'^) = 0 if 
[/a(A,..97-)]'H''/2(A„,«T) > xl.., 
with s being the dimension of /j. 
Simulation Study 
Finite sajnple properties of the estimators were evaluated by a simulation study. 
Consider model (1), where p = 2, r = 1, A: = 1, = (fJ.uifJ'it)-, and the restriction is 
/llf = 9fJ.^t2-
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Given 2x1 observations Vf, t = 1,2,...jT", the relationship parameter 6, the 2x1 
instrument bias 7 = (71,72)', and 2T true values are estimated. The true bias was taken 
to be 7 = (—2.5,1.7), and two choices of the true value of 6 were 1 and 2. For the true 
values /i(, we first chose 25 values that were equally spaced within the interval (—1,1). 
Then, each of the 25 values were replicated either 3 or 8 times to generate T = 75 or 
T = 200 values of ij.2t- The true values of nu are given by (lu = replicate 
structure of the true values were imknown in the estimation, i.e., T different ^j's are to 
be estimated. The true St was generated as ^V(0, cT^/2). For each of the two sample sizes, 
T = 75 and T = 200, two choices of were chosen via comparison to the variability 
among the true ^i2t- That is, for each T, was chosen to be either M = 5 or M = | 
of the variance among H2tS- Hence, there were 8 cases depending on two values each of 
5, T, and M. For each of the 8 cases, 1000 samples were generated. From each sample, 
the maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) (the natural estimator minimizing (5) and the 
bias adjusted (BA) estimator (minimizing (19)) were obtained. 
The results of the simulation study are presented in Table 3.1. The organization of 
the table is as follows. Columns 1, 2, and 3 give the true value of 5, the total sample 
size, r, and the ratio M of the error variance to the variance of 1x21-, respectively. The 
fourth column shows the theoretical approximate bias of the MLE of (71,72,^) which 
was obtained using the results of Theorem 1. Columns 5 and 6 indicate the Monte Carlo 
bias and MSE for the MLE of (71,72,^). Columns 7 and 8 report the same quantities 
for the BA estimator. The entries reported in Columns 4 through 8 are multiplied by 
100 to make comparisons easier. 
It can be seen in Table 3.1 that the actual bias of the MLE is even larger than the 
asymptotic bias based on the expansion in Theorem 1. The bias increases, as the er­
ror variance ratio increases, or as the curvature or degree of nonlinearity, 0 increases. 
Increasing the sample size T does not directly decrease the bias which is more closely 
associated with the error variability and the nonlinearity. The bias adjustment is sue-
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Table 3.1 Bias (xlOO) and MSE (xlOO) for 71, 72 and 0. 
Theoretical Bias of MSE of Bias of MSE of 
0 T M Bias of MLE MLE MLE BA BA 
1 75 I  
3 
-10.5 -31.9 14.3 -11.9 5.1 
0 -0.19 0.40 -0.25 0.42 
11.0 71.7 97.4 31.2 44.3 
1 75 1 9 -3.5 -5.3 0.5 -1.2 0.2 
0 -0.190 0.130 -0.190 0.130 
3.7 8.7 3.4 3.4 2.3 
1 200 i  3 -10.5 -30.3 10.5 -9.5 1.8 
0.003 0.14 0.011 0.15 
11.0 66.4 59.0 24.3 14.2 
1 200 1 9  -3.5 -5.1 0.4 -1.0 0.1 
0 0.044 0.051 0.042 0.051 
3.7 8.1 1.7 2.9 0.9 
2 75 1 3  -17.8 -40.2 19.1 -20.5 7.7 
0 -0.113 0.215 -0.125 0.211 
27.8 86.8 119.6 46.1 61.2 
2 75 1 g  -5.9 -9.8 1.3 -3.4 0.5 
0 -0.125 0.090 -0.126 0.089 
9.3 20.6 10.5 8.9 6.2 
2 200 I 3 -17.8 -39.2 16.4 -18.9 4.7 
0 0.129 0.081 0.130 0.080 
27.8 82.9 84.9 40.5 29.7 
2 200 1 9 -5.9 -9.7 1.1 -3.3 0.2 
0 -0.034 0.034 -0.032 0.033 
9.3 20.7 6.8 8.9 2.9 
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cessful in reducing the bias as well as the MSE, although some bias remains. For the 
model used, the theoretical bias of the MLE of 72 is zero. Even for such a parameter, 
the bicis adjustment does not increase the variability of the estimator. 
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Appendix 
Proof of Theorem 1 
To prove Theorem 1, we consider a reparameterization of the model (1). We define 
+ 7 and write (1) as 
= It + €{ 
/(ei-7,^)=0. (A.l) 
Examining (A.l), we note that the vector denotes unknown values for which mea­
surements are made and 7 and 6 both represent unknown values with no associated 
/ \ 
7 
measurements. Thus, we could combine 7 and 9 into one vector, tt = , where TT 
is a (p + fc) X 1 vector, with (A.l) as 
/(|„7r) = 0. (A.2) 
The minimization problem described in (5) - (6) can be carried out with respect to and 
TZ. Let and ttq = (70, tt^)' be the true values of /tj and ttq, and let = /t°+7o. Also, 
let H be the parameter space of TT. Throughout this proof, the conditions of Theorem 1 
hold. The technical assumption mentioned in this theorem is 
(a) For all e > 0 there exists a > 0 and a Tj > 0 such that if T > Tf,. 
t  
RtM = i E iif («. - «?)' S-' («, 
^ t=l 
for all TT 6 H satisfying [ttq — 7r| > e, where E,r = {I: /(I, f) = 0}. 
Theorem 1 is proved using a series of lemmas. The first lemma gives the consistency 
of ic. 
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Lemma 1 /I5 n —^ oo and T 00, ic -¥ ttq. 
Proof: Let 
= (K,-e,)'S-'(!-.-€,) • 
Then it minimizes P(7r), implying that 
T 
PW < P(>r„) < f E<S-'e, = O, (i) . 
Next, using Minkowski's Inequality with p = 2, 
(«, - S-" («, - < 4 [(y, - S-' (y, -1) + e;s-'€, 
so that 
Rrt.*) = if; 
•' 4=1 
4 ^ 
< jY. j=i 
StS—ir 
= 4 
^ (=1 
«=i 
= 0. Q) (A.3) 
Thus, as n -> 00 he made arbitrarily small and assumption (a) guarantees 
- p 
TT -> Tro-
The next lemma gives the consistency of 
Lemma 2 For any t> Q, as n 00 and T —f 00, 
l < e / o r  a l l  T ) ^ Q .  
Proof. By (A.3), 
r(?(tf,7) = o,0, 
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and the result follows. I 
Given the consistency of tt and iti we can consider the lagrangian function 
Q(^t, T, at) = 53 [(yt - - ^t) + •«•)], (A.4) 
t=i 
where ctt, ^ = 1,2,..., T are r x 1 vectors of lagrangian multipliers used to incorporate 
the r restrictions, into the minimization problem. Differentiating (A.4) 
with respect to n and at, we obtain the derivative equations 
+ = 0, (A.o) 
/(i,7r) = 0, (A.6) 
T ^ ^ 
(A.7) 
<=i 
where (^t,7r) minimizes (A.4), F^t = and By the 
mean value theorem, there exists a point (^j, rr) on the line segment joining (^,, tt) and 
such that 
= /(«„") + - «,) + (» - jt) , (A.8) 
where and F^ = 
Using (A.2) and (A.6), (A.8) simplifies to 
-^«f(l«-^t) + ^ 7rt(^-7r) = 0. (A.9) 
Premultiplying (A.5) by F^tS, we obtain 
^itOtt = F^tiVt-kt), (A.IO) 
where Writing as 
y t ~ t t  ~  i v t  ~  ^ t )  ~  i k t  ~  ^ t )  
= (A.ll) 
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we can express (A. 10) as 
4{tQ£t = F— F^tikt — )» 
and, using (A.9) to obtain an expression for F^t {kt ~ Ct)? it follows that 
= F^tet + - 7r). 
Assuming F^t is of rank r in a neighborhood of ($t,7r), then exists, and, 
at = + F,rt(^ - ^ )] • (A.r2) 
We next investigate the order of and ^ — tt. Substituting (A.12) into (A.7) 
we obtain 
f; f'„%' [Fj,e, + F„(*~ «•)] = 0, 
t=l  
or, multiplying by 
'^) ~ 1  
where = Tp^F^t^^t F^t, and ih^v = F^t^t- Assuming condition 
^ i=l  ^ t=l  
(vt) of Theorem 1 holds and using Lemma 2, it follows that m~^ exists so that 
(tt - TT) = rh'^rri^v. (A.13) 
Expanding and m„„ around (^j, TT) and using assumptions ( i t )  -  (ui) of Theorem 
1, we can show that = (9p(l) and m,rv = Op Thus, using (A.13), it follows 
that r r  —  T T  =  O p  (^)- To find the order of we use assumptions ( i t )  -  ( v i )  of 
Theorem 1, eis well as the order of ^ — TT and (A.9), to show that — ^ = Op (^) • 
Now that we have crude estimates of the orders of it — rr and — $ty we find can 
approximations for tt — ir, and For this, we use a general lemma: 
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Lemma 3 Assume 
is a function for which the first order derivatives with respect to and tt 
exist and are continuous in a neighborhood of (^j,7r). 
(ii) + Op {a~^), where a„ ->• cx) as n -4- cx5. 
(iii) TT' = TT + Op (6~^) where 6„ —>• oo as n —>• oo. 
Then = gr(^t,7r) + Op (max[a;;•^6-^]), or, equivalently, ff(^^7r")-flr(^„7r) = 
(9p(max[a;;-S6-i]). 
Proof: Expanding around (^t,7r) we can show that 
Q\^ti^ )  s(s4i")"^ (st  S<) ~f" Q^,  
+0p (max . 
Using cissumptions (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 1, and are bounded. By 
assumption (ii) and (in) above, (TT" — TT) = Op (b~^) and (C* — $t) = 
Op (a~^). Combining all terms of order Op (max[a~S6~^]) or higher into the remainder 
term, it follows that 
+ Op (max[a-S6„^]) 
Lemma 4 Assume conditions (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 1 hold. Then, 
Pn — Fin + Op , (A.14) 
Frt = Fm + Op , (A. 15) 
= + Op ' (A. 16) 
Fit = F^t-{- Op ' (A.17) 
^«^ = $«^ + 0p . (A.18) 
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Proof: Using the notation of Lemma 3 to prove (A.14), we let tt' = tt, 
and By assumptions (n) and {in) of Theorem 1, condition (z) of 
Lemma 3 is met. In (A.13) and discussions immediately following, we have shown that 
it = IT + Op (^) and = $( + Op (^)- From Lemmas 1, we know that, as n -> oo, 
7R —> TT and for alH = 1,2,..., T. Since the point TT) lies on the line segment 
connecting (^t,7r) and it follows that rr = n + Op and + Op 
for alH = 1,2,..., T. Thus, by Lemma 3, (A.14) holds. 
The proof of (A.15) mirrors the proof of (A.14). To prove (A.15), let and 
TT' = TT. Then, by the argument given above the result follows. The proofs of (A.16) 
- (A.17) are also similar to that of (A.14). For (A.16), we let it' = ic and 
= Pit- For (A.17), define TT* = ir and = F^t- The result 
follows. 
To show (A.18), we define 
= F(, - F(, = O, . 
Then, 
+ -R^t) S 
I 
Lemma 5 Let + Op where is defined above and = 
Assume 
(iv) F^t has rank r in a neighborhood of (^t,7r). 
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Then, and exist and 
-1 
+ <^P ( -^ I • (-^-19) 
Proof: Let flr(^t,?r) = By assumption ( i t )  of Theorem 1, the first derivatives of g  
exist and are continuous in a neighborhood of From the proof of Lemma 4, we 
know that conditions (n) and { H i )  of Lemma 3 are met for and tt' = tt. Thus, 
by Lemma 3, (A.19) holds. I 
Lemma 6 Assume condition {vi) of Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 hold. Then, m~l exists 
and 
+ Op , (A.20) 
1 ^ 
where 
^ t=i 
Proof: 
To show (A.20), we define ^(lt,7r) = m"^, = Op (^), R^n = 
F-m - Fvt = Op and R^t = - F^ = Op (^). Again by assumption (ii) 
of Theorem 1, the first derivatives of g  exist and are continuous in a neighborhood of 
TT). Then, using the results of Lemma 2, it follows that 
T 
'^TTT = \Fm + -^i] + -^i] 
^ t - l  
By assumption (ui) of Theorem 1, m^rr is of full rank and m~l exists. It follows from 
Lemma 3 that (A.20) holds. I 
Next, we consider an approximation to m,rv Using (A.15), (A.17) and (A.19), we see 
that 
T* 
^jry = [-f it + -Rjf] 
^ t=l  
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= Tfi^v + Op , (A.21) 
and rriTry = Op (^7^)-
Thus, using (A.20) and (A.21) in (A.13), we can show that 
TT -  TT = + Op Qj  
= /3, + 0,Q, (A.22) 
where (3^ = = Op (;^)-
To find an approximation for we substitute (A.12) into (A.o) to obtain 
- «,) + Fpij",' [F(,£, + FA* - T)] = 0. (A.23) 
Using (A.11), substituting (A.22) into (A.23), and solving for we see that 
[Ff.c, + F„;3,] + O, (i) . (A.24) 
Substituting (A.14), (A.16), (A.17) and (A.19) into (A.24) and combining all terms of 
order Op ^max ^7^]) or higher into the remainder term, it can be shown that 
k t - i t  =  +  O p  (max 
= du + Op ( max 
1 1 
n v^T, 
1 1 (A.2.5) 
.n' 
where d„ = [l, - EFJ.Sj-.'Fj,) e, = 0, 
We next consider higher order approximations for and rr — tt. Expanding 
around (^t,7r) up to the order Op ^max we get 
+ + (A.26) 
(i - - ej 
(i - - ej 1 
+ Op max 
nx/n' n\/T, 
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where An = = 1,2,... ,r is a p x p matrix of second partial derivatives of 
/,(^j,7r) with respect to Substituting (A.2), (A.6) and(A.25) into (A.26), we obtain 
0 =  -  ^t )  +  - ' r r )  +  c t  +  0 p  ^max j , (A.27) 
where Cj = ^[d[tAudu,d[^A2tdiu... ,d[tArtdu]' = Op (max[i, ^]). Using (A.ll) 
and (A.27), we can show that 
F U v . - i , )  =  V ,  -  F i ,  { ( ,  -  i , )  
= v^t + Fjrti^ - t) + Ct + Op I max (A.28) 
n^/n' ny/T_ 
where v^t = F^t^t = Op (^)- Premultiplying (A.5) by F^tE, we obtain 
^^toct = F^t{yt-kt)i 
where = F^t^F^^. Using assumption (iu) of Lemma 5, it follows that is positive 
definite, exists in a neighborhood of (^t,T), and 
Substituting (A.28) into (A.29), it can be shown that 
at = 4^/ + Frt(Vr - tt) + Ct] + Op I max 
(A.29) 
n>/n' n\/T 
(A.30) 
Putting (A.30) into (A.7), and multiplying by we see that 
1 
0 = ^11 - tt) + Ct] + Op ( max 
«=i «v/n' n\/r 
or. 
7W7r7r(^ — TT) = + TTixc + Op ^max 
1 . 1 ^ 
n^/n' n\/T_ 
where =-TfYL and 
t=i «=i 
1 ^ . _i 
m^rc = Cf Using condition {vi) of Theorem 1, exists and, 
^ t=i 
TT - TT = 771^^ [m,rv + + Op ( max 
nv/n' n>/T. 
(.A.31) 
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To find an expansion for (A.31), we expand each element around (Cti'r). Using (A.16) 
eind assumption {iv) of Lemma 5, we can show that 
*-• = + 0, (^) . (A.32) 
Then, using (A.15), (A.16), (A.32) and condition (vi) of Theorem 1, it can be shown 
that 
"I" Op I /rr I ' 
_1_ 
\/nj 
1 
+ Op , 
tJIttc — "ITTC "t" On 
n\/nj ' 
(A.33) 
(A.34) 
(A.35) 
1 ^ 
where m^c = 
^ t=i 
To find an approximation for rfixv, we consider higher order approximations for F^t, 
i  -1 
F^t and . Expanding F^t around (^(,7r), we obtain 
F^t — F^t + 
(i -
+ 0„ max 
1 1 
n 
(A.36) 
Substituting (A.25) into (A.36), we can show that 
Fe( = Fft + + Op ( max 
where 
(t -r -r L/  
d'nA2t Cr^t = 
^It-Art 
1 1 
n 
(A.37) 
= a 
. a ; -
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Premulti plying the transpose of (A.37) by we find that 
+ Op i max 1 
. -1 
.n' 
Assuming {iv) of Lemma 5 holds, is positive definite and exists in a neighbor­
hood of ($f,7r) so that, 
+ 0, Lax 
Next, expanding around (^(,7r), we see that 
airak 
1 1 
n' 
(A.3S) 
Firt — + 
Tr ^,
aTra^, 
-1- Op ( max 1 1 
n' v/^ 
(A.39) 
dTTdC 
Substituting (A.25) into (A.39) and combining all terms of order Op (max v/ir]) or 
higher into the remainder term, we can show that 
where 
Fin — Fvt + + Op ( max 
aTrai; 
arrai; 
1 1 
n' 
(A.40) 
1 
aTra^; 
Using the expansion (A.38) and (A.40) in and combining all terms of order 
Op (max ^igtier into the remainder term, it can be shown that 
Er=i [F^ + V,, + Op (max ^]) 
= -f EJ=i  + Op (max [^, ^ ]) 
= m^„-t-Op(max[^,;^]). (A.41) 
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Thus, combining the results of (A.34), (A.35) and (A.41) into (A.31), we obtain 
1 1 
TT -  TT = [mx„ + m^re] + Op max 
n\/n' n\/T 
= ^1+ ^ 2-^ Op[ max 1 
^v/n' ny/T 
(A.42) 
1 
where = mzlm^c = Op (i) and = Op (i). 
To derive a higher order approximation for we substitute (A.42) into (A.30) 
to obtain 
i -1 
oct = ^ Ci [Vft + F^rt (/3i + /s^) + Ct] + Op max 1 1 
n^/r^' '  ny/r 
(A.43) 
Substituting (A.37), (A.38) and (A.43) into (A.5), using (A.11) and solving for 
we can show that 
1 
X + Ct + F^ {/3i + ^ 2)] + Op l^max 
1 1 
ny/n' nv/r. 
ny/n'ny/T 
(A.44) — dit + ^ 21 + l3t + Op ^max 
where Zjf = - F^(3^ = Op (^) and 
i3, = [c, + F„/3,I - = 0, (i) . 
Now that we have obtained expansions for and ^ — tt, we show that the 
expansions for the original unknown parameters are those given in Theorem 1. To do 
this, recall that the reparameterization wais tt = 
( 
e  
and + 7. Hence, if we 
obtain an expansion of 7 — 7 from it — TT, then we have an expansion for = 
ikt -  ^t) -  - 7)-
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By making the appropriate substitutions and taking derivatives using the chain rule, 
we can show that 
F,t 
Frt 
— F ttti (A.45) 
= -F fit-
— [F-,t,Fgt\ 
— nt, Fgt] (A.46) 
Using (A.45) - (A.46), the approximation given in (A.42) for tt — tt can expressed in 
terms of /ij — 7 — 7  and 6 — 9 as 
' - \ 7-7  
9 - 9  
I \ / 
^ nie^j, rriQB ^ \ 
TThf^y "f" ~l~ ^^fivc 
tfhqy ~{~ tthqq "{" 
\ 
(A.47) 
where = Op (max [;^, ;^]), = Op (max ;^]), Vt = = 
1 ^ _ 1 ^ _ 1 ^ _ 
m^g = -^YiF'^t^jFat, mg^ = rn'^g, mgg = •=Yl F'gt^ J F gt. 
f=i t=i rp ^ /=1 
I T _ 1 ^ _ 1 ^ _ 
"i/xt, = 7f;^F'^t^Jvt, m^c = ifY^F'^t^Jct, mgy = -7f;Y.F'gt^Jvt and mg^ = 
^ t=i •' f=i •' «=i 
1 r _ , 
—rf^F'gf^^lct. Solving for 0 — ^ and 7 — 7 in (A.47), it can be shown that 
t=i 
9 -  9 = qgg_^ [mgy + mg^ -  mg^m'l (m^„ 4- m^c)] + Op ^max 
where qgg ^ = mgg - mg^m'l^m^g, and 
7 - 7 = [t^ixv + m^c - m^g (9 - 0)] + Op ^max 
Defining 
1 1 
n^/n' n\/T_ 
|(r^.4S) 
1 1 
riy/n' ny/f (A.49) 
and 
= Op j 
"^2 = qjg\^ [mgc -  mg^m-lm^^ = Op , 
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(A.48) can be written as 
0 — 0  = Ti  +  r2  +  Op I max 
Letting 
(' ^ Uy/n' ny/T_ (A.50) 
^1 = ^ ua - m^,eTi] = Op 1 
and 
" Vv/^^y 
A2 = [m^c -  = Op , 
we can express (A.49) as 
7 - 7 = Ai + A2 + Op ( max (• (A.51) _1 l_ ny/n' n\/T_, 
Now that we have expressions (A.50) and (A.51) we look for an expression for — 
First, considering l2t and Ist, 
l2t = 
-1 
= -SF' 
^ TTIQ^ TTtQQ y 
m 
m$v 
Next, 
ht = 
[-F„,A, + f«r,] 
[c, + 
(A.o2) 
Ct + [—fiti Fet\ 
( 
^ rrie^ mee j 
\ - '  / 
v rriec — n 
-nVdi,G'^t^Jvt 
[ct -  Ff,t^2 + FstT2] -  nVd^,G'^t^~lvt. (A.53) 
Thus, using (A.52), (A.53) in (A.44), and noting that — fx^ = ^ — (7 — 7), we 
can show that 
1 1 
At - = du + d2t + dst + Op max 
nv/n' n\/r 
(.A..54) 
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where 
and 
d2, = - (/, - Ai -
rf3. = - (l, - Aj - SF;,#-' [c, + F,,-ra) - nVj„G;^:,'v,. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1, we find the expectation of dn - d^t, Ti, T2, Aj 
and A2. First, 
E(du) = 
= (/, - SF;,«;,'F,,) £[£,] 
= 0. (A.oo) 
Next, in finding we note that and are constant. Thus, 
E(ri) = 
= {mg^) -  mg^mllE (m^„) 
= 0, (A.56) 
smce 
E {mgy) = E 
.  ^ t=i 
f=l 
= 0, 
and 
Eim^v) = E 
f=i  
^ t=i 
= 0. (A.57) 
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Also, 
E{t2) = E {rrtBc -
= qgl^E [rriffa] -  E [m^c] 
— leln 
t=i 
mg^m TEn.«;.'£W 
t=i 
(A.58) 
To find E[ct], we note that the i"* element in the vector Ct is quadratic in du-, i.e., 
Ci = Taking the expected value of c,t, it can be shown that 
E{cit) — E ^—d'nAitdi^ 
= [AitVar{dit)] + ]^E[dit]'AitE[du] 
= ^^r[AitVar{dit)\, 
since E[du] = 0. Thus, 
E[ct] = ^  
tr{AuV 
tr{A2tV du) 
tr{ArtVdi,) 
where = Var{dit). ,  and 
VaT(du) = Var [(/, - £,] 
= (/, - „,) Kar(e,) (l, -
= i (r, - s (J, -
= ^ [s - En>*;,'n,s]. 
Defining = £'[C(], we see that (A.58) simplifies to 
(A.o9) 
E{r2) = , 
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1 T J r 
where moB =JB{n^,e) and m^B = - ^)- Next, we 
•' t=i ^ t=i 
consider ^(Ai) and ^(As). First, 
E(Ai) = E\rnll{m^^-m^eTi)^ 
= - m^,eE{Ti)] 
= 0, 
by (A.56) and (A.57). Also, 
E{\2) = E [m~l, (m^c - m^gT2)] 
= rn-l (E [m^c] -  m^e ^  N]) 
= [m^s - m^eqelt, (jnge - me^m~l,m^B)] • (A.60) 
To find an expression for E{d2t), we note that 
E(d2t) = £ [- (/p - SF'^^JF,,) A, - Sr„$;,'F„r,] 
= - B(A,) - SF„#;,'F«£;(r,) 
= 0. (A.61) 
Next, 
E(d„) = e [- (jp - SF'„,*;//•„) Ai - sr„,*;,' [c, + f„t- , \  -  nv, , .a \%}v,\  
= SF;.,«;,'F„,)f;(Aa)-SF;,$;,'[£(<:,) + f.,£;(r;)l (A.62) 
where an expression for E{t2) and E{A.2) are given in (A.58) and (A.60), respectively. 
Looking at E , we write = (s'^, Sjt,..., where for all z = 1,2,..., r, 
Sit is a 1 X r vector corresponding to the row of Using this notation it can be 
shown that 
r 
G\^~lvt = X! AitduSitVf (A.6.3) 
t=i 
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Thus, 
y! AiditSitVt 
t=l 
= A.-^ [rfifS.tUt] 
1=1 
j=i 
= t  (^p -  E M K.>:. 
1=1 
" 1=1 
= 0. (A.64) 
since 
sr„ = o. 
Using (A.64) in (A.62) above, it follows that 
(A.6o) 
E{dz,) = - (/p - B (A2) - (B(M„ ») + FuE(t^)\ 
Proof of Theorem 2 
To prove Theorem 2, we reparameterize the model as 
Y; = i,  + et 
(A.66) 
where Y' = Yt + At and tt is defined in the proof of Theorem 1. Since At = Op 
and since this minimization has the same form as that in Theorem 1, the consistency 
results corresponding to Lemmas 1 and 2 follow. The problem of minimizing (19) subject 
to is equivalent to minimizing over tt and at, the lagrangian function 
0(S„ir,a,) = f; [(»; - «,)'s-'(»r - «,) + «;/(€„ T)] • (A.er) 
f=l 
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Differentiating (A.67) with respect to tt and OLt, we obtain the derivative equations 
-1) + F[,ott = 0, (A.68) 
{A.69) 
(A.70) i;^u=o,  
t=i 
where is the value of ($t,7r) that minimizes (A.67). There exists a point (|(,7r) 
on the plane connecting (^t,7r) and (tt,7r) such that 
/(if, = /(^M -  ^t) + 
where F^t = | and Following the steps outlined 
in (A.9) - (A.13) of the proof of Theorem 1, we can show that 
^ - TT = rh'^rh^y. (A.71) 
where Using (A.71) and con-
^ t=i ^ i=i 
ditions (ii) - (vi) of Theorem 1, it follows that tt — tt = Op (^) and it ('^)• 
Continuing to follow the steps of the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain expansions for ^ —tt 
and it - ^t given by 
it~^t = + Op ^ , (A.72) 
#-ir = /3.+0,(i). 
Next, we find higher order approximations for both TT — TT and ftt — /J-t- Expanding 
fiit^ir) around ($t,7r) up to the order Op (max we obtain 
nko^) = (A.73) 
1 
+ 0 + 0„ max 
1 
Tiy/n' n\/T 
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where An is as defined in (A.26). Substituting (A.66) and (A.69) into (A.73), and using 
(A.72) to approximate it follows that 
I 1 0 = - ^t) + - TT) + ct + (9p ^^max 
where Cf is defined in (A.28). Using the fact that 
ny/r'ny/n 
(A.74) 
y ' t - k t  =  ( 2 / t - ^ i ) - ( l i - ^ J  +  ( y t ' - y t )  
= 6^- ( i -0  + A„ 
we can show that 
F i ,  ( » r  - 1 . )  = -  F a  ( € .  - « , )  -  - B d , .  * ) •  
Solving (A.74) for F^t ~ Ct) substituting into (A.75), it follows that 
FAy't-kt) = v^t + F^{7t-n)+Ct-B{^i,n) 
1 1 
+ 0p max 
nv/r'  t iy/n 
Premultiplying (A.68) by we obtain 
(.*\.7o) 
(A.76) 
= F^t {y't -  it) > 
where Using assumption (iv) of Lemma 5, it follows that is positive 
definite and exists in a neighborhood of (^j,7r), so that 
at = ^ ^tF^t {y't -  kt) • 
Substituting (A.76) into (A.77), it follows that 
+ Fni (tt - TT) + Ci - B(^4, TT)] 
1 1 
(A.77) 
(A.78) 
+ 0p max 
nVf' ny/n 
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To find a higher order approximations for jr — tt, we substitute (A.78) into (A.70) and 
multiply by f to obtain 
0 = f ["!• + (S- - >r) + c, - B(l, *)] + O, , 
or. 
(^ - •n') = , 
where 
rh^B = and R^vcB = Op (max Using condition 
^ (=1 
(vi) of Theorem 1 and Lemma 2, it follows that ih~l exists in a neighborhood of tt), 
so that 
(^ - TT) = [m^„ + nt^c ~ tWitb] + Op ^^max 
Following steps outlined in (A.33) - (A.36), we can show that 
• 1 " 
1 1 
.n\/r' riy/n 
. (A.79) 
+ Op ( ^  ) , 
rh^c = "ITC + Oo ( max _1 1_ 
Tiy/n' n\/T_ 
(A.80) 
(A.81) 
To find an approximation for we complete steps similar to (A.36) - (A.40) to show 
that 
Fit = F^t + G^t + Op I max 
1 1 
n y/^ 
i  -1 % = + Op max 1 1 
n 
FTzt — F+ On { max 1 1 
.n' 
Using expansions (A.82) - (A.84), we can show that 
(A.82) 
(A.83) 
(A.S4) 
+ Op max _1 1_ 
riy/n' n\/T 
(A.8o) 
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Finally, to find an approximation for we consider the f"' element of 
To do this, we define 
= ^tr [a„ (S - , 
= ^tr [Au (S - SF'j,#j'Fj,s)]. 
By assumptions (n) and {in) of Theorem 1, the first derivatives of gi exist and are 
continuous in a neighborhood of (^j,7r). It follows from Lemma 3 that 
1 
and 
so that, 
+ Op j , 
+ Op 
n n \ny/n j 
(A.86) 
Thus, using (A.86), we can show that 
TTlirB — Op 
1 
^ \ny/nJ 
Substituting (A.80), (A.81), (A.85) and (A.87) into (A.79), we can show that 
ir-n = m~l [m^rv + Tn,rc - rn^B] + Op (max 
= +13^ + Op (max 
(A.87) 
1 1 
.n\/T' riy/n 
1 1 
nVT' riy/n 
(A.8S) 
where = mj - m^s] = Op (i). 
To derive a higher order approximation for we substitute (A.78) into (A.68) 
and solve for to obtain 
h-it = [t;t + F:rt(^-7r)+Ct-S(|j,7r)] 
1 1 
+ 0p max 
n\/T' ny/n 
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Substituting (A.88) and y "  —  ~  it follows that 
I t - I t  =  e t -+  + (A.89)  
1 1 
+0p max 
nVf' n^/n j /  
Using the fact that At must satisfy F^tAt = we could choose, for example, 
A j  =  — ^ ) .  S u b s t i t u t i n g  t h i s  a s  w e l l  a s  e x p a n s i o n s  ( A . 8 2 ) ,  ( A . 8 3 )  a n d  
(A.86) into (A.89), we can show that 
= £,-5:[Fs, + (3(,r[4j'-*r.'n.sc;;,*r,' 
I 1 
X [F  ^{(31 + /33) + Cf] + Op l^max 
1 1 
ny/f Tiy/n 
— dit + lit + lit + Op I max 
nVf' ny/n\J ' 
where Ut = [C( + Fm/S^] - = Op (^). 
To obtain approximations for /ij — /*(, 7 — 7 and 0 — 6^ we repeat steps (A.45) 
(A.54) above. Using (A.46) and (A.88), we can write 
( . \ 
7 - 7  
0 - e  
( \~' f 
^ me^ mgg ^ 
~j~ TTh^f- ^^fxvcB 
"I" "f" 
\ 
/ 
(A.90) 
where 
moB = --"^F'g^itJB{^l^,e), 
^ t=i 
"i/xs = 
^ f=i  
K vcB = Op (max [;^, ;;;;)=]) and Rg^cB = Op (max[;^,;;^]). Solving (A.90) for 
7 — 7 and 9 — 6, we can show that 
9 - 6  = \rngy + mec -  mgB - rng^rri'l (m„„ + m^c - )] 
^ I 11 
+0p max 
riy/n'' ny/T_ 
= Ti + Tz + Op [ max 1 
riy/ri' n\/T 
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where T3 = qgl^ [mgc - mgB - - m^^)] = Op (i), and 
7 - 7  =  [ m ^ „ + m ^ c ( ^  -  ^ ) ]  +  f i n a x  
1 1 
1 1 
ny/n '  n \ /T .  
= Ai + A3 + Op max 
t is/n'' n\/T\j ' 
where A3 = [m^c - rn^B - m^eTs] = Op 
To find an approximation for — Hf, we first note that ^t~^t — (At ~ (7~7)-
Thus, 
At - = ilt - It) - (7 - 7) 
= dit + l2t + ^ 4t ~ (Ai + A3) + Op I max 1 
ny/ri' n\/T 
An expression for l2t is given in (A.52). To find an expression for l^t-, we note that 
. (.\.91) 
Ut = -SF' $ ' fi-i nt^nt 
t >li-l 
Cf + [—Ffiti Fflt] 
( \-' / TTt^g 
^ men rnge ^ 
m^c — iT^nB 
mgc — mgB 
\ 
/ }  
-nVd,,G' $ , vt 
= [ct -  F^tAa + FgtTs] -  nVd^^G'^^^Jvt. 
Thus, substituting (.A..52) and (A.92) into (A.91), it follows that 
1 1 
(A.92) 
P-t ~ + ^ 2t + d^t + Op I max 
riy/n''  n\/T_ 
where d4t = -{lp- F ^ t) A3 - [ct + FgtTs] -  nV 
To complete the proof, we find E{d4t)- To make this derivation easy, we note that 
T3 = q7g\^ [{mgc - mgB) -  mg^m-l (m^c - hi^b)] 
= Wm ij^ec -  mg^m'lm^^ -  {nigB -
= T2-  E{T2) ,  (A.93)  
and, using (A.93), 
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= ["^Mc - ^i^eT2] -  m'l [m^B - rnf,gE(T2)] 
= A2 — ElA^). 
Hence, it is easy to see that 
Eir^) = 0, (A.94) 
^(Aa) = 0. (A.95) 
Thus, using (A.64), (A.94) and (A,95), it follows that 
E{d,t) = -(/p-SF;,$;/F,,)£(A3)-SF;,$;/[Ffl,£(r3) + ^ (c,)] 
-nV,,,E{G[^;S) 
= -SF;,$;/E(q) 
since E{ct) = 
Derivation of MSE(/ij) and MSE(/ij) 
We next derive expressions for the MSE of /tj and /i^. We begin by considering 
MSE(/it) and later look at MSE(/i,). 
Using the approximation to given in (7), we can show that 
MSE{fi^) = l/ar(<iif) + Var(d2«) + V'ar(d3f)+2C(w(dit,d2t) (A.96) 
-\-'2Covi^dit, d^t) + 2Cov[d2ti d^t) 
+E{du)E{du)' + E{d2t)E{d2t)' + E[d:,t)E{d^t)'.  
Expressions for Var{dit)i E{du), E{d2t) and E{dzt) are given in (A.59), (A.55), (A.61) 
and (A.62), respectively. To find the expressions for the remaining terms, it is useful to 
first show that Vt and du are independent. To do this, we first note that Vt and du are 
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functions of Ct- Since et is assumed to be normal, it follows that Vt and du are jointly 
normal. Thus, Vt and du are independent if Cov(dii,Ui)=0. 
= i (/, - sf;, 
= O, 
by (A.65). Thus, Vt and du for all t are independent and any functions of Vt and du are 
also independent. We also note here that Cov{du, V3) = O for alH s by assumption 
(u) of Theorem 1. We next consider an expression for Var{d2t)-
Var{da,) = Var [- (/, - A, - SF;,«;,'F«r,] 
= [l, - SF'„,*-'F„,) Var{\,) (j, - SF'„,*;,'F„,)' (A.97) 
+SF;,$;,'F«,Kar(ri)F;.#;,'F„,S 
+2 {l, - SF;,$;,'F„,) Cov(\uT,)F'„<t-jF,,S. 
To find an expression for Var(Ai), we note that 
Kar(Ai) = Var{rrl~l[Tn^y-rn^,eT^^ (A.98) 
= [Var(m^„) + m^,gVar{Ti)me;, -  2Cov{m^^, 
Using assumption (u) of Theorem 1, it follows that 
Var(m,„) = Var 
f;F;,#;,'Var(t.,)*;,'F„, J_ rp2 U=1 
1 ^ 
«=i 
nl 
(A.99) 
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Next, 
Var (ri) = Var [mg^ -
= ar(mff„) + mg^m'l Var{m^^)m~l^ rrif^g 
-2Cov{mg^,m^^)m~l,m^,g] qjl^, 
Using assumption (u) of Theorem 1, we can show that 
Var{Tng^) = V'ar 
1 ^ 
^ t=i 
1 
and, 
Ccv(m,.,m^.) = Cera j 
= - ^ E E K *  ^lCov[vt, Vs)^^lFf^3 
^ t=l 5=1 
1 ^ 
= — V F'» , 
nT2^ 
= (A.lOO) 
Thus, combining (A.99) - (A.lOO), it follows that 
Var( r i )  =  -^qgl^  \me9 +  tne^ml lm^g -
nT 
J_ 
nT^ 
qel,- (A.lOl) 
The last expression needed in (A.98) is 
Cov{m^v, Ti) = Cov (m^v, [m^v -  mg^m'^m 
= [Cov (m^„, mev) -  Cov (m^„, m^„) qjg\^ 
— ^^iiS ~ ^89.(1 
= O. (A.102) 
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Thus, substituting (A.99), (A.101) and (A.102) into (A.98), it follows that 
Var{Xi) = ^ . (A.103) 
The final term needed for (A.97) is 
Ccw(Ai , r i )  =  Cov{rn~l[m^y-m^BTi],T^ 
= mjjCcw (m^„, ri) - m~I^Tnf,0Var ( r i )  
= -m'^m^flKar(ri) 
= (A. 104) 
Thus, combining results from (A.101), (A.103) and (A.104) in (A.97), we can show that 
Var{d2t) = ^ [(/p - + rn-lrn^,gqQ^_^Tne^,rn-^^ (A.lOo) 
X {i, -
-2 (jp -  SF;t$;/F^t)  m-lm^eqal^F'gi%lF^t^].  
Next we consider and expression for Var{dzt)- It can be shown that 
Variant) = (/p-SF;,,^;/F^,)l/ar(A2)(/p-SF;,$;/F^,)' (A.106) 
+ SF;,$;/Kar(c, + Ffl,r2)$;/F,,S + n-'V ,,yar{G\^-Jv^)V 
+ 2 (/p - SF;,$;/F,i) COZ;(A2, C, + F,,r2)$;/F^,S 
+ 2n (/p - SF;,$;/F^,) Cc«;(A2, 
+ 2nSF'^i$j/Cot;(ct + F^fTz, V</„. 
To find Kar(A2), we first find an expression for Var{T2). To do this, we show that 
Var{T2) = Var {qjl^ [mgc -  mg^m-lm^c]) 
= 9g9\n[^(^r{mgc) + mg^m-I^Var{Tn^c)m-l,m^g (A.107) 
-2Cov{mgc,m^^)m~lm^g] qjg\^. 
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Now, to find Var{mBc) and Var{m^c), we first find an expression for Var{ct). The zj"' 
element of Var{ct) is of the form 
Assuming Ct ~ •^V(0, ^ ), it follows that dn ~ ^du)- Consequently, 
Cav{^-d\,Audu^-d\^A^tdu) = \tr{AuVd,^AjtV 
Thus, 
tr{AuV d,,AnV du) tr{AuV d^^A2tV . . .  tr{AitVd^,ArtVdu) 
tr{A2tV di.AuV du) tr{A2tV duMtV du) tr{A2tV d^AriVdu) 
tr{ArtV duAuVdu) tr{ArtV di,A2tV dn) • • •  ^^(Ap^Vrf^ ,A^^Vd,J  
Thus, looking at Var(mgc) and Var(m^c)i using the fact that for i  7^ 5, Cov{et, es) = O, 
we can show that 
1 
Var(m„) = Var(--J2F'„^;,'c,) 
^ t=l 
(A.108) 
t=i 
and, 
Varim^) = Kar(lf;F;,#;,'c,) 
<=1 
1 ^ 
=  — VF'  F , rp2 '  -  M'  Ct  *  f t '  
t=l  
(A.109) 
Before we find the covariance term in (A.107), we find Cou(ct,C3) for all t and s. For 
f ^ 5, C( is a function of St and Cs is a function of e,. Thus, by assumption (u) of 
Theorem 1, Ccn;(cf,cs) = O. For i = s, Cov{ct,Ca) = K,. Thus, 
— VF'. , 
t=l  
(A.llO) 
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Thus, using results (A.108), (A.109) and (A.110) in (A.107), it follows that 
VaT{T2) = qBl^\y e6c-^rne^rn-;;^lV^^,crn-lrn^6 (A.lll) 
-2V9^^Tn-lm^,g\ qjl^, 
where Vbbc — Var{mgc)-, = Var{m^c) and = Cov{mgfi,mnc). To find 
Var{A.2)-, we write 
Var{A2) = Var (rn~^ [m^c -  m^er2'^ 
= \yar{m^c) + m^gVar{T2)me^ - 2Cov{m^c, T2)mg^] mjj. 
Looking at Cov (m^c^Tz), we see that 
Cov{m^a-,T2) = [C(yv{'m^c,rnec)-Var{rn^c)rnllrn^g^^qgl^ 
~ QBO ./ii 
where = Cov{mgc,Tn^cy- Thus, 
Var{X2) = rn~l[V ^ ^^ + m^9Var{T2)mg^ (A.112) 
-2 (V^se - V^^^m-lm^,g) 
where Var{T2) is given in (A.lll). 
Next, we look at 
Var{ct + FgtT2) = Va, + FgtVar{T2)Fgt + 2Cov{ct,T2)Fg^. 
First, 
Cov{ct, T2) = Cov (ct,qgl^ [mgc -  mg^m'lm Mc]) 
= Cov (Ct, Tflgc) qgg_^ CoV {Cti TTt^c) '^^fi'^ttSqgg,^-
Then, 
Cov {ct, mgc) = Coy 
T' 
T 
= --Cov{Ct,Ct)^jFgt 
= -^V,,^-jFgt, 
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and, 
/ 1 r 
Cai;(Q,m^c) = Cav 
5=1 
= _V / rp ' Ct /xi fit* (A.113) 
Thus, 
Cov{ct,  T2) = [Fet -  F^tm-lm^e] Wm'  
and, 
Var{ct + Fetr2) = Vet + FetVar(T2)F'gt 
cy 
[Fet - F^tm-^rn^g] qJg.^F'g^. 
(A.114) 
To find VarlG't^^lvt), we use (A.63) ajid assumption (u) of Theorem 1, to show that 
Var(G't^~lvt) = Var ('^AitduSuvA 
<1=1 
= Var [Y, Aitduv'ts'it 
<i=l 
= Var[vec{Aitduv[8\f)\ 
= Var {sit 0 Ait) vec{ditv[) 
,1=1 
= ^a^bec(du«'f)] Ait) . (A.115) 
^1=1 
Conditioning on Uj, we can show that 
Var[vec{ditv\)\  = Var[E{vec{ditv ' t) \ v t )]- 'r  E\yar{vec{duv ' t) \ v t ) ] .  
Now, 
Var[E{vec{ditv\)\vt)\  = Var [uec(£ (du) u^)] 
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since E[dit] = 0. Also, 
E\yar{vec{ditv[)\vt)\ = E\yar{vec{Ipduv\)\vt)\ 
= E\yar{[vt® Ip\vec{du)) \  «<] 
= E [[«£ ® Ip] Var {vec{dit)) '  [ut 0 /p]] 
= E\^vt® Ip]{\®Vdu)[^t® Ip^\ 
= E\^Vt®Vd,,][vt® Ip^\ 
= E{vtv[)®Vd^^. 
But, 
E{v,v',) = £ (F.,e,£;F;,) 
n 
Thus, (A.115) simplifies to 
Kar(Gt$j/u() = i Sit ® Ai}j ® Vd,,) su ® A.f j . (A.116) 
The first covariance term in (A. 106) is 
Cov{X2',Ct + Fetr2) = m~l[Cov{m^,c,Ct)-mf,BCov{T2,Ct) (A.117) 
+Cov (m^c, Tj) F'gi - m^eVar{T2)F'g^]. 
Combining (A.113), (A.114), and (A.117), it follows that 
Cov{X2,ct + FetT2) = + '^Baqjg^ [Pet + 
[{ynSc - Vm^e) qje\^ (A. 118) 
-m^gVar{T2)Fgt], 
where Var{T2) is given in (A.111). The second covariance term in (A.106) is 
Cov{A2,G[^liVt) = m';;l[Cov{m^c,G[^~lvt) 
-m^,gCov{T2,G[^~lvt)] .  
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Using assumption (u) of Theorem 1, the independence of du and Vt and E{vt) = 0, 
C<ro(7n„,G;#;,'ti,) = ^Coti 
=  [ E  (c.t.;*;,'G,) - £(c,)f;(G;*;,'«,)'] 
= (A.119) 
Conditioning on we can show that 
E{ctv\^-JG^) = E[E(ctv[^;}Gt\dit)] 
= E[ctE(vty^-jG,] 
=  o ,  (A.120) 
since E{vt) = 0. Thus, 
Cov{m^c-,G[^Jvt) = O. (A.121) 
Next, using (A.121), we can show that 
Cov{T2, G't^Jvt) = qgl^, [Covimgc, G't^Jvt) -  mg^Tn^lCov{m^c. G[iifjvt)\ 
= qel^^C<yv[mgc,G\i^-Jvt). 
Using assumption (u) of Theorem 1, the independence of du and Vt. E{vt) = 0 and 
(A. 120), it can be shown that 
^ i=l  
= [b (c,r;*;'G,) - £(c,)f:(G;#„-,'«,)'] 
= o. (A.122) 
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Thus, 
Cov{ct,G't^~lvt) = O, 
Cav{T2,G\i^-Jvt) = O, (A.r23) 
Cm;(A2,G;$;/ut)  = O. (A.124) 
Using (A.122) and (A.123), it can be shown that 
Cov{Ct +FgtT2,G't^ '^ lvt)  = O. 
Thus, combining the results in (A.112), (A.114), (A.116), (A.118), (A.123) and (A.124) 
in (A.106), we find that 
KorCdj,) = 
+sr„,*;,'yar(c, + F«,T2)«;,'F„,S 
»j, ® Aiij (*„, 0 Vd„) s,i ® Kj,, 
+2 (/, - Cav(A,,c, + f „r2)#-'F„,S. 
We next consider the covariance terms in (A.96). Before we do this, however, we recall 
that dit and Vt are independent. Thus, functions of du and Vt are also independent. In 
particular, Ti and Ai are functions of Vt and T2 and A2 are functions of du, so that 
Cov{du,Ti)  = 0, (A.r25) 
Ccw(dit, Ai) = 0, (A.12S) 
Cov{Ti ,r2)  = 0, (A.127) 
COV{TI,A2) = 0, 
Cou(Ai, A2) = 0, 
COV{AuT2) = 0. (A.r2S) 
Thus, using (A.125) and (A.126) it follows that 
Cov{du,d2t) = -Cov{du,Ai) (jp - - C£n;(du, ri)F',,$;/F^,S 
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= O. 
Next, 
Cav{du,d^t) = -Ccn;(dH,A2)(/p-SF;,$;/F^£)' 
-Cov{du,Ct + FetT2)F'gt^llF^t^ 
-nCav{du.G\^-Jv,)Vd,,. (A.i29) 
To find Coi;(dit, A2), we first find Cov{dit^T2) since A2 is a function of t^. Thus, 
Cov[diu T2) = Cov(dit, Tn0c)qgg:f, -  C'ovidit, 
where, using assumption (u) of Theorem 1 
= -YCov(du,Ct)^jFgt, 
and, 
Cov(du,m^c) = 
5=1 
= Y^ov(du,Ct)^-^Ff,f 
To simplify Cov(dii,Ct), we find the covariance between du and the z"' element of Cf 
For each t, 
Cov(du,cu) = Cov(du,  ^ d'liAitdit) 
— 9 ^  {dud'nAitdit) — —E (di() E {d[^Aitdlt) 
— "^E [ditdnAitdit) 
= ^V,,,AaE{du) 
= 0, 
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so that, 
Cav{du ,c t )  =  O.  (A.130) 
Thus, it follows that 
Cov{du-,mec) = O, 
Cov{dium^c) = O, (A.131) 
Cw(du,r2) = O. (A.132) 
Then, using (A.131) and (A.132), it can be shown that 
Cov{du,X2) = Cov{du,rn^^)rn~l-Cov{du,r2)rne^,rn~l 
=  O.  (A.133) 
Next, using (A.130) and (A.132), 
Cov{du,Ct + FgtT2) = Cov{du,Ct)+ Cov{du,r2)Fgi 
= O. 
Finally, we consider Cot;(dit, Gj$~/t>(). 
= £ 
=  b [ E  I di,)] 
= O. (A.134) 
Thus, using (A.133) - (A.134) in (A.129), it follows that 
Cov{du,d3t) = O. 
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Finally, we look at Cov{d2t,dzt). Using (A.127) - (A.128), we can show that 
Ft,Cm ( t , , G',0^,'v,)V .  
Working with Cov(Ti,Gf^~lvt), we obtain 
Cov(Ti,Gt^~lvt} = qgg^_^[Cov(Tngy,Gt^~lvt) 
Using assumption ( v )  of Theorem 1, we can show that 
1 ^ 
Cov(me.,G[^;lvt) = ^ G{#;/t;,) 
^ 3=1 
where, using the independence of du and Vt, E{vt) and E{Gt) = O, it follows that 
CcrvivtMKl^i) = E(vtv',iff-jG,)-E{vt)E{G\^-Jvt)' 
= E{v^v\)^-jE{Gt)' 
= O. (A.13.5) 
Using (A. 135), we can show that 
= O. (A.136) 
Thus, 
Cot;(ri,G;$;/t;,) = O. (A.137) 
Next, working with Cov{Xi, G\^Jvt)^ we can show that 
Cov[Xi,G[^llvt) = m~l[Cov{m^^,G[<^~lvt)~m^gCov{TuG't<^llvt)\ 
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by (A.136) and (A. 137). Thus, it follows that 
Cov{d2t,dzt) = O, 
and, 
MSE{^,) = Vj,, + Varid2t) + Varid3t) + E{d3t)Eid3ty. 
The derivation for an expression for MSE(/i() uses much of the work shown above. 
Using the expajision given in (20), 
M S E { f i t )  =  V a r { d i t ) +  V a r { d 2 t ) +  V a r { d 4 t ) +  2 C o v { d u , d 2 t )  
-\-2Cov{dit,  djit) 4- 2Cov{d2ti d^t) 
+E{du)E{du)' + E{d2t)E{d2t)'  + E{d4t)E{d4t)' .  
Recall that E { d u )  = 0, E{d2t) = 0, and E{d4t) =  — A l s o ,  d4t =  
dzt + K where K is a. constant matrix. Thus, Var{d4t) = Var{d3t), Cov{du^d4t) = 
C o v { d i t , d z t )  =  O  a n d  C o v { d 2 u d 4 t )  =  C o v { d 2 t , d 3 t )  =  O  b y  ( A . 1 1 9 ) ,  s o  t h a t  M S E [ f i ^ )  
simplifies to 
M S E { f L , )  =  V d , .  +  V a r {d2t)  + Varid^t) + E{d4t)E[d4t)\ 
where E[dzt)E{dzt)'  — E{d4t)E{d4t)'  is non-negative definite. 
Proof of Theorem 3 
The result follows from Liapounov's central limit theorem and the boundedness of 
the derivatives. I 
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4 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
Errors-in-vziriables analysis was considered for nonlinear engineering processes oper­
ating in both steady state and in non-steady state. For the both processes, it was shown 
that up to a certain order of approximation, the bias adjusted estimator has smaller bias 
and smaller mean squared error than the maximum likelihood estimator. As a result, 
inference procedures conducted using the bias adjusted estimator have better properties 
than those using the maximum likelihood estimator. 
For the nonlinear non-steady state process, a condition for estimability of the restric­
tions parameters was given. This condition is important because it clarifies a point of 
confusion in the existing literature. 
